Allotment And Garden Guides
A series of monthly "Guides" to help you to get better results from
your vegetable plot and your fruit garden.
First Published in 12 monthly parts throughout 1945

Please bear in mind whilst reading these guides that
apart from a few clearly marked online resources the
monthly advice given in these guides is from 1945.
There will be some products mentioned that are no
longer available, addresses given or pamphlets
mentioned that no longer. For some products or
recommendations it may now not be advisable, or
even legal, to use in our current times (for example
some chemical based treatments).
The information from these guides is provided ‘as is’
for historical and horticultural interest. Please do your
own due dilligence if you wish to make use of any of
these gardening tips.
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VOL. 1 No. 1

JANUARY – 1945

In this new series of monthly "Guides" we are out to help you to get better results from your
vegetable plot and your fruit garden. Every month we shall try to do three things: first, we shall
remind you of the things that ought to have been done, but may not have been possible
because of the weather or for some other reason; secondly, we shall deal with gardening
operations for the month; thirdly, we shall look ahead a month or two and remind you of what
you need to do in readiness.
For more detailed week by week information you would do well to take in one of the weekly
gardening journals, as soon as the supply situation permits. And your daily or weekly
newspaper probably runs a gardening feature that would be helpful to you.

Get ready for OUTDOOR WORK
January is generally a fairly quiet time in the garden. But you need to push on with your digging
and manuring whenever the weather and the state of the land permit. You should also prune
and begin to spray your fruit trees, if you have not already done these jobs. But January is a
time when you should be thinking and planning, ordering your seed potatoes, vegetable seeds,
fertilizers and so on, and making sure that your tools are in good order and that you are ready to
begin gardening in real earnest next month, or as soon as local conditions will let you.
Before coming to the various jobs of the month, there is one really important matter that we
should say something about––the condition of your soil and the great need to keep it in good
heart, for we must not expect to go on producing satisfactory crops year after year unless we
restore to the soil what the plants take from it. We must also keep the soil in "good tilth."

What is GOOD TILTH?
It is the top foot or so of soil got into a "crumby" condition. The "crumbs" hold a lot of water on
their surfaces and let surplus water drain away quickly through the big pore spaces between
them. These spaces supply air, which the roots need as well a water. When rain falls, the
uppermost "crumbs" soak it up till they are saturated––like blotting paper dipped in water. Then
the surplus soaks downward to the "crumbs" immediately below, and so on. Each "crumb" is like
a little sponge. If there is more rain than the "crumbs" can hold, the bigger spaces between
them allow the extra water to drain quickly downward and the soil does not become
waterlogged. The roots of plants in "crumby" soil can grow easily down the air spaces between
the "crumbs." All around them are "crumbs" containing the water the roots need. At the tips of
the roots are tiny hairs which absorb water. So you will see how important it is that the tips of
the roots should not be damaged when planting out.
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THE VALUE OF HUMUS
What is "humus"? It is a formless material made up of tiny particles produced from the remains
of plants and animals when they have decayed. It helps to maintain a "good tilth" and thus
ensures good aeration. But it does more; it helps the soil to remain moist and provides plant
foods.

'Organic' MANURES
"Organic" manures help to make clay soils lighter and sandy soils better able to hold water.
"Organics" are so called because they are formed from something that was living––plants or
animals, or both.
What are they? The best known are farmyard manure and other animal droppings, such as pig
and poultry manure. Other "organic" manures include guano, hoof and horn meal, dried blood,
meat and bone meal, shoddy and soot. But market gardeners make great use of these
"organics" and it may not be easy for the amateur grower to get them. You yourself can make
"organic" manures, either in the form of green manure––a green crop, such as mustard, grown
specially for digging in––or compost, which you can make from waste garden material.

THE THREE ESSENTIAL PLANT FOODS
"Organic" manures usually provide essential plant foods, the three most important being
Nitrogen, Phosphate and Potash. Plants need a balanced ration of these foods. They take them
in, dissolved in soil water, through their roots. Most soils contain a certain amount of them. But if
the plants are to get enough, you must keep up the supply by manuring the soil. You can do this
most effectively by using both "organic" manures and mineral fertilizers––popularly called
"artificials".

MANURE IN ROTATION
But, you may say, farmyard manure is very scarce and most difficult to get. That is true; but you
can make compost yourself (Dig for Victory Leaflet No. 7 tells you how––it is free), though
maybe you could not make enough from your garden waste to supply all the needs of your land
in one season. So it is a question of using wisely what little manure you can get or the compost
you can make. If you manured about one-third of your land with farmyard manure or compost
every year and practised crop rotation (as recommended in the Ministry's free cropping plan),
you would go some way to keeping your soil in good heart. The one-third of the plot most
suitable for this treatment is the part where you are going to grow your onions, leeks, peas and
beans.
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About 'Artificials'
Now a word about "artificials"––or, what is a better term, "mineral fertilizers". The use of the
word "artificials" makes some people thank that "artificials" are not as good as "organics". Both
supply exactly the same kind of plant foods in different quantities. The "organics" generally rot
down slowly and so supply steady though small amounts of plant foods during the whole of the
plant's growing period.
The well-known Sulphate of Ammonia, which comes from gas works and coke ovens, is a good
source of nitrogen. Superphosphate, made from rock, is rich in phosphate; basic slag, which we
get from iron works, also contains phosphate. Potash is dug out of mines in France and
Germany.

A SOUND GOVERNMENT FERTILIZER
To meet the needs of gardeners, the Government arranged for the supply of a good standard
fertilizer at a reasonable price. It is called "National Growmore Fertilizer" and contains the three
important plant foods––the analysis being 7 per cent. N. (nitrogen), 7 per cent. P2O5
(phosphate) and 7 per cent. K2O (potash).
On most soils, 42 lb. of National Growmore Fertilizer should be enough for a 10-rod plot (300
square yards). A few days before sowing or planting, scatter 1 lb. evenly over every 10 sq.
yards and rake in. To give this general dressing to a 10-rod allotment will take 30 lb. This will
leave 12 lb. for giving an extra dressing to potatoes, winter green crops and spring cabbages.
4-½lb. should be reserved for potatoes and should be applied at planting time. 5-½lb. should be
kept for applying during August to the autumn and winter green crops when they are making
active growth. The remaining 2 lb. should be used during March as a top dressing for spring
cabbage.
You will be able to get National Growmore Fertilizer from most sundries merchants. Allotment
societies and similar bodies, which have hitherto bought their fertilizers in bulk, are able to buy
National Growmore Fertilizer in bulk at reduced prices.
On some allotments or in some gardens it may be necessary to give an additional top dressing
of a nitrogenous fertilizer (such as Sulphate of Ammonia) to any growing crops, applying it at the
rate of about 1 lb. per 10 square yards.

The importance of LIME
Lime is of great importance to the garden. Decaying vegetable matter and certain fertilizers tend
to make soils acid or "sour". This is bad for plant growth, so lime must be added to make the soil
sweet. Do not add too much, for plants grow best in a neutral soil. Lime contains calcium and
this is a plant food. Lime or chalk also improves the texture of clay soils, making it easier to get
good tilth.
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So do not neglect to lime your land if it needs it; but do not overdo it. As a general rule the
vegetable garden benefits from a dressing of lime every third or fourth year. Lime is particularly
good for crops of the cabbage family and helps to control "club root". So lime the part of the plot
on which these crops are to be grown. In fact, it is a good plan to lime a third of the plot each
year, so that the whole plot will be limed once in three years. Apply the lime after you have
finished digging. Do not apply it at the same time as farmyard manure. Fork it in lightly or let it
lie on the surface to be washed in by rain.
If you are uncertain whether or not your soil needs lime, ask some knowledgeable person to
advise you––your local Parks Superintendent or the county Horticultural Officer at the County
Council Offices in your county town.
Gardening societies, which bulk their orders so that they amount to not less than 2 tons, can get
lime for food production at half-price under the Government's Land Fertility Scheme, if the
society is registered as an approved association under the scheme. You can get particulars
from the Agricultural Lime Department (U.K.) of the Ministry at Hotel Majestic, St. Annes,
Lytham St. Annes, Lancs.

REMINDERS
Here are some reminders of the things to do in case you have not already done them.

GET YOUR SEED CATALOGUE
If you want a catalogue, write to your seedsman, for he is still not allowed to send you one
unless you do. And order your seed potatoes and vegetable seeds in good time, not just before
it is time to put them in––or you may be caught napping.

SEED POTATOES
You can work out the quantity you will need fairly easily if you remember that seed potatoes
usually average 5 or 6 tubers to the pound, and that a convenient distance to plant early
varieties is a foot apart ; other varieties 15 inches apart.
Yields from allotments and gardens are usually less than from an equal area of potatoes on the
farm. One important cause is unsatisfactory seed. No amount of manure or good cultivation will
make up for the initial disadvantage of poor seed. It is unwise to save for seed potatoes grown
in allotments or gardens.
So get good seed carrying a "Health" certificate issued by one of the Agriculture Departments.
That is your safeguard. Consult some knowledgeable local grower about this and about the
varieties best suited to your district. Here are some selected varieties for your guidance:––
EARLIES
Epicure, Arran Pilot, Sharpe's Express, Duke of York, May Queen, Ninety-Fold.
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SECOND EARLIES
Dunbar Rover, Great Scot.
MAINCROPS
Majestic, King Edward VII, Arran Banner, Gladstone, Kerr's Pink, Redsking, Up-to-Date, Arran
Victory, Arran Peak, Dunbar Standard.
As soon as you get your seed potatoes, place them in shallow boxes with the crown or rose end
upwards, and keep in a cool, dry place with plenty of light, but frost-proof. Make quite sure by
covering in severe weather. Sprouting potatoes makes for earliness and high yields. "Dig for
Victory" Leaflet No. 12 will give you more detailed information about seed potatoes.

VEGETABLE SEEDS
Seedsmen, like most traders, are working under difficulties due to the war. Before the war many
of our seeds came from countries that were until recently under enemy control, and while we
can still get most kinds, certain varieties––perhaps your favourites––may be short. If you cannot
get just the variety you like, trust your seedsman to supply the nearest to it. If you deal with a
reliable firm, you will be safe to leave matters in their hands. But order well in advance of sowing
time and give the seedsman every chance to do his best for you. If you are in any doubt about
varieties that do well in your district, your seedsman will be able to advise you––or you can
consult an experienced neighbour. Estimating your seed requirements is fairly easy, once you
have sketched out a rough plan of your plot and worked out the number and length of the rows
of each vegetable you intend to have.
One pound of shallots contains about 25 bulbs, and 2 lb. should be about enough for an
ordinary allotment row of 30 feet.
Half an ounce of turnips or swedes will sow 100 feet. A quarter of an ounce of leek will give
enough plants for six or eight rows thirty feet long.
One pint of Longpod broad beans will sow a double row 50 feet long. One pint of Windsor broad
bens will sow 40 feet of a double row. Half a pint of French or Haricot beans is sufficient for 150
feet. This enables you to sow 2 seeds every 9 inches to allow for failures.
Half a pint of runner beans will sow one row 50 feet long. One ounce of beet will sow 90 feet of
row. Half an ounce of carrot is enough for 100 feet. A small packet of ¼oz. of each variety of
lettuce should be enough for successive sowings to give summer and winter supplies. One
ounce of onion seed will sow 150 feet––by sowing very thinly you can make it go still further.
Half an ounce of parsnip is enough for 100 feet. One pint of peas will sow 90 feet of row––if you
sow very thinly; for very early sowings you should allow a little more seed, as some may rot if
the soil is cold and we. One ounce of radish will give you all you need.
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GET YOUR FERTILIZERS NOW
Make sure of your fertilizers now, so that you will have them at hand when needed. 42 lb. of
"National Growmore", the Government approved fertilizer, is enough for a 10-rod (300 sq. yds.)
plot, and on page 4 we have told you how to use it.

LOOK AFTER YOUR TOOLS
The wise gardener will examine his tools now and see if any need to be replaced. If so, he will
buy them now. Retailers cannot get supplies easily, and if you put off buying until the last minute
you may find the tools are not available until it is too late.
A little care is well worth while. Many a tool has had years taken off its useful life by being
allowed to rust in a damp shed. No good gardener lets his tools rust, for he knows they take
more energy to use when their surfaces are dull.
Here are a few tips for keeping them in first-class order :––
* Never put your garden tools away dirty. Wash off any soil adhering to them and dry them with
an old cloth.
* Always wipe them over with an oily rage before putting them away.
* Don't leave them lying about where they may rust or rot.
The best way to keep them in good condition is to use them often.

LOOK AT YOUR STORED CROPS
Inspect all crops you have in store. Potatoes, onions, shallots, carrots, beet and turnips should
be looked at every few weeks, just to make certain that they are safe from frost, wet, rats and
other enemies, removing any that show the first signs of decay.

Look to your FRUIT TREES & BUSHES
Earlier in this "Guide" we have advised you to prune and spray your fruit trees and bushes
before the end of January.
Pruning fruit trees is a complicated job; if you have never done it you would be well advised to
get a friend fairly skilled at the job to prune your trees for you. Watch him carefully while he is
doing it and get him to explain why he is making the various cuts, so that you will get to know
how to do it yourself. Very often more damage is done by unwise pruning than if the trees were
left unpruned, and it is necessary to know a little about the reasons for pruning before starting.
Briefly, the aim is to train the tree into a good shape, to prevent it from becoming a tangled
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mass of branches that would exclude light and air and to encourage the production of fruit buds
and regular cropping.
Pruning bush fruits is usually somewhat easier than pruning tree fruits.
You will find "Dig for Victory" leaflet No. 25 of some help in pruning both trees and bushes. It is
illustrated and you can get a free copy from the Ministry.

SPRAYING
Nowadays the old-fashioned custom of lime washing fruit trees in the winter has almost
disappeared. The modern method of pest control on apples, pears, plums and currants (both
black and red) is to spray before the end of January with a tar-oil spray, and later with a limesulphur spray, and other washes at various stages of growth.
For the moment, the tar-oil wash is most important. You can buy it almost anywhere with full
directions for making up. Remember to choose a dray day 9not frosty), with little or no wind, for
spraying; and make sure that all the branches have been thoroughly wetted all over. Cover up
any plants under or near the trees or bushes or the spray will damage them. Newspapers will
do.

MANURING FRUIT TREES
If apple and pear trees are not growing very strongly, a dressing of 3 or 4 oz. of hoof and horn
meal to the square yard, lightly forked into the ground during winter over the area covered by
the branches, will encourage them to make strong growth. In addition, one ounce to the square
yard of Sulphate of Ammonia should be worked into the surface soil in spring. Apples and pears
especially need potash, and dressing of wood ash from the bonfire should be worked into the
ground in April. Bone meal is a useful manure for fruit trees, but need only be applied once
every three or four years at the rate of about 3 oz. per square yard. Plums too benefit by a
similar dressing, but should also have a dressing of 2 oz. of sulphate of ammonia to the square
yard each spring.
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VOL. 1 No. 2

FEBRUARY – 1945

“February Fill Dyke” may live up to that old country title––or it may not. We shall not be so rash
as to prophesy what the weather will be, for though it may be snowing or raining in the North,
the South may be basking in the sun––even if a wintry one. However, if the weather be fine in
February, we shall be anxious to get on to the vegetable plot; if it is not, then we can do a bit of
thinking and planning indoors. We can profitably take stock of where we stand and make sure
that we are ready to start operations as soon as the weather is right and the ground fit.
Never work the soil when it is too wet and sticky and clings in lumps to your boots. You do more
harm than good by walking on it and working it when it is like that. And that applies also to
sowing seeds, for seeds sown in cold, wet soil will rot instead of germinating, or they will make
but poor growth.
If you can settle down to do a bit of thinking and planning––and plotting things out on paper––it
will be worth your while to read carefully what is said later about the importance of crop rotation.
It may save you a headache in the months ahead if you plan the lay-out of your vegetable plot.
And when you do, bear in mind what you have got growing now in the way of vegetables. If you
have an abundance and a good selection––and your family eats what you grow––then you
won't go far wrong if you stick to last year's plant (rotating your crops, of course). But if your
wife, or whoever runs the kitchen department, complains that there is little or nothing in the
garden and that shop prices are high, it would pay you to plan so that you grow your own winter
vegetables––especially greens. But before you get down to planning, have you yet got or
ordered what you will need when you can start outdoor operation? These are the items:

SEEDS * SEED POTATOES * FERTILISERS

Have you got those SEEDS?
Perhaps if the weather is suitable, you will be sowing broad beans (unless black fly has broken
your heart!) and spinach in February––and planting shallots and Jerusalem artichokes (if you
like them). Have you got these items or ordered them? If not, get busy. And if you have planned
all you are going to grow this season, order all your requirements right away from your
seedsman or nurseryman.
The value of a good strain of seed is tremendous, so deal with a good supplier. And, if you have
not already done so, write for his catalogue without delay. You may not be able to get your
favourite varieties, but the catalogue will show you what is available, and your supplier will
advise you about suitable alternatives to your favourites. And use the order form he supplies: it
is more easily dealt with than an order written on odd pieces of paper. Be patient with the
seedsman and don't worry him by constant reminders. He's got his troubles, too.
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Don't forget to "sprout" your Seed Potatoes
If you haven't ordered your seed potatoes, do so at once. As soon as they reach you, set them
up to sprout (rose end uppermost) in shallow boxes in a cool (though frost-proof), dry shed,
where they can get plenty of light and produce the short, sturdy shoots that make for earliness
and high yield. Don't let them get even slightly chilled, for that's enough to kill the "eyes".

Have you got your NATIONAL GROWMORE
FERTILISER?
You will need it for dressing your land before sowing and planting. It contains the three essential
plant foods in balanced proportions, and 42 lb. is enough for 300 square yards. The January
"Guide" explained how it should be used.

OTHER REMINDERS
Finally, see that your tools are in good condition for use. When you start outdoors you will need
a line for straightness and pegs to mark the rows. And you would find a 6-ft. rod, marked off in
6in. and 3 in. sections, very useful.
And continue to have a look at your stored crops to see that there is no damage or decay. Rub
off any potato sprouts n your eating crop in store. Lift any outdoor parsnips to check growth,
storing them under protection at the north side of a fence or wall, if you can.

CROP ROTATION is most important
Some gardening beginners have no doubt been puzzled by the term "crop rotation." It sounds a
bit mysterious, but it is really quite simple. And it is the only sound basis for vegetable growing.
To be a successful gardener you must be methodical. What does "crop rotation" mean? Simply
arranging your cropping is such a ways to avoid growing the same kinds of crops on any section
of your plot one year after another. To grow the same crop on the same ground year after year
is bad gardening for several reasons. There is also the risk that diseases and pests will be
increased in the soil to attack again the following year. Rotation of vegetable crops affects the
condition of your land in four important ways.
> It ensures that every part of your plot carriers, at regular intervals, crops that require thorough
soil cultivation.
> It helps to maintain the content of plant food and humus in all parts of the plot. Some crops
will repay for heavier dressing of fertilisers than others, and some will get what farmyard manure
or compost is available.
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> It helps to control weeds, for different crops need different cultivations at different seasons;
though weeds may withstand the appropriate cultivations for one crop, they may be kept down
by the cultivations for another crop.
> It helps to control pests and diseases.
The Ministry of Agriculture recommends a three-year "crop rotation" for a 300 sq. yd. plot, and
its official cropping plan, which is free for the asking, has enjoyed a wide circulation.
It was not intended that gardeners should follow it slavishly, for what suits one part of the
country does not suit another. And people have different tastes in vegetables. The Ministry's
plan aims at two important things––crop rotation and a sufficiency of vegetables throughout the
year, especially in winter when so many gardens still show the scarcity of crops that results from
poor planning.
The right approach for the gardener is, first to find out what vegetables grow satisfactorily in his
neighbourhood, and then decide which of them he will grow, bearing in mind his family's likes
and dislikes. He should then divide his plot into three equal parts. For simplicity we will call them
A, B and C. On plot A he will grow the first year potatoes and other roots––parsnips (if his family
like them), carrots, beet and so on. On plot B he will grow green vegetables –– all the cabbage
family; and on plot C he will grow peas, beans, onions and leeks.
If farmyard manure is difficult to get (it is in most districts) and the gardener has to eke out the
compost we hope he has made, he should manure each year only on the section that is to grow
peas, beans, onions and leeks. So in three years the whole plot will be manured.
Now what happens to the plan the second year? He should just move his three groups round.
On plot A, go the peas and beans, onions, etc.; on plot B, the potatoes and root crops and on
plot C, the green vegetables.
In the third year he should move them round again––on plot A, the green vegetables; on plat B,
the peas, beans, onions and leeks; and on plot C, the potatoes and root crops. Then, in the
fourth year, he will begin the rotation all over again.
By this simple system you not only ensure that the ground is kept in reasonably fertile condition
all over, but it helps you to gauge how much ground you should devote to the various kinds of
crops. The rotation can be worked equally well in the garden as on an allotment, but in each
case space must be left somewhere at one end (say, 6 foot wide) for the seed bed, marrow bed,
compost heap and so on.
It is much easier to arrange a proper rotation when starting from scratch; but even a garden that
was worked last year could be brought into line by remembering where your crops were last
season and trying to plant the appropriate vegetables this year to follow them up.
Crop rotation will help with liming, too, if your soil needs lime. It is a good idea to lime each year
that part of the plot that carried potatoes and root vegetables the year before.
Now for the jobs you can do outdoors in February, if the weather is "open" and the soil
workable. Don't forget to rake in a good general fertiliser, such as "National Growmore", a few
days before sowing or planting.
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Sow BROAD BEANS
The earliest and often most successful crops of broad beans are obtained by sowing in autumn
(but not in the North, unless protected by frames or cloches): but a second sowing can be made
during February. The broad bean does best on land manured for a previous crop, such as
potatoes.
It is best to sow two lines of seed to each row, with 6 in. between the seeds and 2 ft. 6 in.
between the rows. But if only one line of seeds is sown, 2 ft. between rows will be sufficient.
Sow 2 in. deep in holes made with a dibber, dropping one good seed in each hole. Or make a
flat-bottomed drill 2 in. deep. Space the seed out 6 in. apart.

Sow SPINACH
The Ministry's cropping plan suggests that summer spinach (for those who like it) should be
sown in mid-April. But if you wish, you can make successional sowings from February to May in
drills 1 in. deep and 12 in. apart. Thin out the plants as soon as they are large enough to handle,
first to 3 in. apart, removing alternate plants about a fortnight later. You can cook these
thinnings. On light soils spinach runs to seed fairly quickly in hot weather, so hoe regularly and
water freely at such times, if you can.
Spinach likes well manured ground.

Plant SHALLOTS
Shallots are easier to grow than onions and some gardeners prefer them for that reason; in fact,
shallots are a sort of hardy perennial onion grown annually from small bulbs or "sets". You can
also grow shallots from seed, but these bulbs are really small onions and are useless for
replanting and should be used up each year.
The Ministry's cropping plan for a 300 square yard plot suggests two rows of shallots to be
planted in February. Sets of medium size (20 to 25 to the lb.) should be used and each set
should produce five or six large bulbs. 2 lb. of bulbs should be about enough for one row of 30
ft.
Plant in rows 1 ft. apart and 6 in. or 9 in. between the bulbs, leaving the top of each bulb just
showing above soil level. Crops are usually mature by early July and should be taken up,
carefully dried and stored.
Save, for replanting, sufficient medium-sized bulbs from strong, healthy plants (mark them with
a stick during the growing season). Avoid using bulbs from plants that have made but poor
growth and may show yellow and green mottled leaves which suggest virus disease.
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Plant Jerusalem Artichokes
While the Ministry's plan does not suggest artichokes, your family may like them. And if you
keep poultry or rabbits they will like them, too. Another good point is that you can grow
artichokes in any odd corner, and they can be useful to screen a shed or the manure or
compost heap. Though they can put up with rougher conditions than most vegetables, they will
repay for good cultivation.
You can plant artichoke tubers in February or March in drills 6 in. deep. Set the tubers 12 in. to
15 in. apart, leaving 2 ft. 6 in. between rows. When the plants appear, hoe between them and
draw the soil towards them. You cut the tall stalks down in early winter, leaving the tubers in the
ground and lifting as you need them. Keep a number of tubers for replanting to provide a supply
for the following year. Though artichokes are perennial and can be left in the ground several
years, it is well to lift and replant a section every year so that the land doesn't get weedy or
overcrowded.

Keeping Chickens Online
Resources
Keeping Chickens Newsletter – Free
Online Magazine for backyard chicken keepers

Backyard Chickens – Forum
Chicken Breeds Chart – A comparison of
around 60 of the most popular chicken breeds

Do you grow RHUBARB?
If you do, February or March, when growth is starting, is the time to divide old roots, using a
sharp spade or knife, and cutting so that each piece contains at least one or two good buds.
Rhubarb likes deeply-dug and well-manured ground (use compost if you cannot get manure),
for the plants usually have to stay put for several years.
Plant in a sunny spot about 2 ft. apart, and do not pull any of the stalks from plants divided this
year.
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Get ready for "RUNNERS"
Though you will not be sowing your "runners" until, say, mid-May, now is the time to get the
ground prepared for them, if it is not already. They need good cultivation and do best when
grown where the soil is trenched and dressed with a good dressing of well-rotted manure or
compost. So if you have not manured the particular plot where your beans are to go, take out a
trench a spit1 deep, work in a liberal dressing of manure or compost into the lower spit and then
replace the top spit.
Remember, when ordering your seeds, that half-a-pint of runner beans will sow a row 50 ft.
long.

1

"a spit deep" is the depth of a garden fork prong
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VOL. 1 No. 3

MARCH – 1945

"March winds and April showers, Bring forth the May flowers."
That was a peace-time couplet. "Not yet must the flowers invade the fat green hinterland of the
war-time allotment", A Northern newspaper recently declared. As it pointed out, fresh allotment
produce––garden stuff, too––is going to be of immense value during the first few years after the
war, when there will be a great strain upon road, rail and all transport. The man who can grow
his own produce on his own plot will not only be making an important contribution to a smooth
transition from war to peace, but will also be looking after his own family interests best.
The Ministry does not rule out flowers altogether. As the Northern newspaper happily put it:
"Now and again an allotment holder will disinterestedly set himself to cheer us all up by bedding
out––in true peace-time parkland style––with lobelias, geraniums, pansies––just a happy fringe
of them along the hem of his plot." The Ministry itself has said, in effect, that not more than onetenth of peace-time flowers should be grown, but the paper puts it better with its phrase "just a
happy fringe", adding "But behind this gay facade wholesome produce grows in abundance".
And March is the month when gardeners really begin to get busy putting their plans into effect
and starting work to produce this wholesome abundance. Now, abundance in summer is easy,
but sufficiency in winter––especially late winter and early spring––is another kettle of fish. Too
many gardeners still fall down on winter production, due to lack of planning. Your local Parks
Superintendent or your local allotment or horticultural society may have produced a plan that
suits local conditions and makes adequate provision for winter vegetables. Or you can still get
the Ministry's cropping plan, not to follow it blindly, but to use it as a guide that you can adapt to
meet your family's likes and dislikes and modify in the light of your knowledge of the kinds of
vegetables that can be grown satisfactorily in your neighbourhood. And it may be worth your
while re-reading what was said in the February issue of this "Guide" about the importance of
crop rotation.
Any week now, when weather and soil are right, you will want to start sowing and planting. But
one word of warning: don't try to sow seed when the soil sticks to your boots. Wait for a fine
spell. When it is fine and the soil is workable, you will perhaps be making successional sowings
of broad beans and spinach as described in the February "Guide". You will also be sowing
seeds of Brussels sprouts and leeks––both in a special seedbed; parsnips, peas, onions,
lettuces, radishes and parsley––where they are to grow on. And you may also be planting
autumn-sown onions.
But before getting down to detailed advice on sowing and planting, here are a few brief
reminders that may not come amiss.

UPROOT THOSE STUMPS
Clear away those old stumps of Brussels, cabbage and so on and get the land prepared for
another crop.
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SEEDS
You have no doubt already got the seeds of the vegetables just mentioned––also your seed
potatoes, which should have been "sprouted"; but during April and May you may be sowing
beet, carrots and turnips, as well as runner beans (perhaps French and Haricots too), kales,
savoys, cabbages and spinach beet. Marrows must not be overlooked either, if your family likes
them. Make sure you get all the seeds in time.

FERTILISER
You have probably got a supply of a suitable fertiliser containing the three necessary plant
foods––nitrogen, potash, phosphorus–– with which to dress your land before sowing and
planting. If you haven't, "National Growmore Fertiliser"––a Government recommended product–
– would suit your needs. 42 lb. will be enough for a 300 square yard plot. The January "Guide"
described how to use it.

STICKS AND STAKES
In April you will be sticking your peas, in June your runners. If you intend to grow tomatoes, you
will need stakes for them at the end of May when you plant out. Have you got your sticks and
stakes or ordered them?

FEED SPRING CABBAGE
In the January "Guide" it was recommended that out of the 42 lb. of "National Growmore
Fertiliser" that you might buy, you should set aside 2 lb. as a top dressing for spring cabbage.
Or you can use sulphate of ammonia, applying it at the rate of one ounce per yard run. Lettuces
and spinach would also benefit by a similar application. But keep the fertiliser off the leaves.

LIFT LEEKS
If you grew leeks last season and need the land on which they stand, for other crops, lift the
remaining plants and heel them in in a shady spot. In any case, it is not wise to leave leeks too
long in their rows.

GETTING THE "ROOT" GROUND READY
As soon as it becomes free, dig over the land you intend for your root crops. Leave it rough until
you are ready to sow. In April you can break it down and lightly fork in a dressing of 1 lb. of
"National Growmore Fertiliser" to every 10 square yards.

Now for SOWING & PLANTING
Some seeds are best sown in a seedbed––for instance cabbage, kales, sprouts, sprouting
broccoli and leeks; others, such as the root crops and lettuces are usually sown where they are
to remain. As you may be sowing Brussels sprouts and leeks during March, let us first say
something about
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How to use a SEEDBED
Here are the essential points:––
> Mark off a patch about 6 ft. by 4 ft. for a 200 square yard allotment or garden. Break down all
lumps during a dry spell and remove any stones and all roots of grass or weeds.
> Make the soil firm by treading it as soon as it is dry enough not to stick to your boots. Don't
stamp it down.
> Loosen top surface by lightly raking. Place short sticks to mark ends of rows, which should be
4 ft. long across the bed and 6 in. apart. Stretch line between sticks.
> Stand on a board so as not to tread ground too hard, and make shallow drill along line with
label or stick.
> Sow an even single line of seed along bottom of drill. Cover seed lightly with soil. A good way
is to shuffle slowly along with a foot on either side of the drill, and without raising the feet slide
the soil back and lightly press it. On heavy soil you may find it easier to scatter fine soil into the
drill instead. Rake lightly to finish.
Here are two March items for the seedbed:––

BRUSSELS SPROUTS
A small packet of seed is enough for each of the cabbage family. Seed may be sown in
seedbed drills about 1-½in. deep––1 ft. apart––from third week in March to end of April. Sow
thinly, allowing ⅛in. between each seed. To protect seedlings from birds use black cotton or
wire guards and do it immediately after sowing.

LEEKS
Sow thinly in mid-March in shallow seedbed drills.
Here are several items for sowing in March on the actual site where the crops will grow:––

PARSNIPS
May be sown from mid-February to mid-March. The Ministry's cropping plan (300 square yards)
provides for three rows. Soil for parsnips should always be deeply dug and worked to a fine
surface tilth before sowing. Sow in drills 15 in. apart and 1 in. deep, dropping the seed in small
clusters of three or four, 6 in. apart. Thin seedlings of each cluster so as to leave only one.

PEAS
The Ministry's plan provides for three rows of dwarf peas 2 ft. 6 in. apart. In view of the difficulty
of getting pea sticks, dwarf and medium varieties are most suitable for the garden or allotment,
since they can be supported by fewer sticks or by string stretched between short sticks inserted
at intervals either side of the row.
If mice are troublesome, before sowing shake the seed in a tin containing a little red lead or
paraffin.
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NEVER SOW PEAS IN WET SOIL
Wait until it is just nicely moist and works freely. Sow in broad, flat drills from 2 to 2-½in. deep,
made with either draw-hoe or spade.
Don't just scatter the seeds slapdash in the drill: set them out in three rows (as illustrated)
allowing about 3 in. each way between seeds. This may sound unnecessarily finicky, but it is
worth it and the job takes only a few extra minutes.
Space the rows according to the height of variety, 2 ft. for dwarfs, 3 ft. for medium and 5 ft. for
tall.
Birds will attack the germinating seeds as they come up, so protect the rows with black cotton
stretched on sticks about 6 in. about soil. Or you can use pea guards.

LETTUCE (Summer).
Begin in March to sow very thinly in drills, half a row at a time, ½in. deep, the rows being 1 ft.
apart. Continue to sow at fortnightly intervals until July. March-sown lettuces attract slugs, so
line the surface as a deterrent.
Thin the seedlings when the first pairs of true leaves are well formed. The final distance apart
should be from 9 to 12 in.

RADISHES
If you like radishes, you can make a small sowing in March (½in. deep) and follow up with
sowings about every three weeks until May, to keep up a continuous supply.

PARSLEY
Make a sowing of parsley in March (½in. deep) and a second sowing in July for succession.
Thin seedlings to 3 to 4 in. apart.

ONIONS
The Ministry's cropping plan provides for eight rows of onions. There are three ways of growing
them for storage:––
(1) by sowing seed under glass or in warm frames in January and February, and transplanting
in April;
(2) by sowing seed in the open in February or March;
(3) by sowing in early autumn and transplanting in March.
By sowing in boxes, seed can be made to yield the maximum number of plants. The second
method is popular and can be freely practised almost anywhere; but where soils are difficult to
work or onion fly is troublesome, the other methods are recommended.
The onion bed must always be carefully prepared whatever method you use. Soil should have
been dug early (before Christmas) and manured liberally. Firmness of soil is essential.
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Early sowing is also important, and the bed should be prepared as soon as soil is dry enough to
work in February or March, that is, when it does not stick to the boots. Tread it both ways and
rake level, removing all large stones. The seed drills should be drawn 9 to 12 in. apart and
about 1 in. deep. Sow seed fairly thinly and evenly and cover it with earth with the feet or back
of rake. The soil requires to be gently consolidated by another light treading or by using a light
roller.
Onion seed is rather fickle; it may germinate well or badly, and quickly or slowly according to
weather conditions; but 1 oz. of seed should be sufficient for at least 100 feet. As a rule, it takes
about three weeks to come up. It is a good plan to mix with it a little radish seed; this will
germinate quickly and mark the rows, making it possible to cultivate and weed between them
before the slower germinating onions com through, when the radishes can be pulled for salad.
Autumn-sown onions should be transplanted in early March on to the prepared onion bed. Plant
(see illustration) in rows 1 ft. apart with about 6 in. between plants (for large onions).

This POTATO business
Throughout the war the Ministry has been consistent in its advice that the household grower
should not overdo potatoes (as many are apt to do), that he should not aim at self-sufficiency in
this crop unless he has enough ground to allow him first to grow green crops––salads summer
vegetables and, above all, enough winter greens and root crops for his family. "Follow the
official cropping plant" has all along been the advice given. And that plan provides for three 30
ft. rows of "earlies" and six 30 ft. rows of main crops for a 300 square yard plot. On plots half
that size or less the Ministry considers it would be unwise to use any of the space for main crop
potatoes, though two rows of "earlies" might be grown. The limited room in small gardens would
be better used for growing green winter vegetables.

PLANTING EARLY POTATOES
If possible, all potato planters––great and small––should "sprout" their seed potatoes before
planting, as advised in the previous issues of this "Guide". In any year it is a useful thing to do
before planting, because it makes for a larger yield and brings the crop to maturity some weeks
earlier.
If you have sprouted your seed potatoes, there is no need to be in a hurry about planting them
out. Wait for favourable conditions. With unsprouted seed, however, it is important that the first
sprouts, which are the most vigorous, should be formed in the soil rather than in the bag, for this
will reduce the risk of damage in handling.
This means early planting. A simple way of planting is to take out shallow trenches 2 ft. apart
and 4-5 in. deep on heavy soil, and about 6 in. on light land. The distance between the tubers in
the row ought to be not less than 12 in. (15 in. for maincrops).
Heavier crops will be secured by using fertilisers. For gardens and allotments "National
Growmore" fertiliser is most convenient. It contains nitrogen, phosphorus and potash––the three
important plant foods. The method is to give a dressing of 1 lb. per 10 sq. yards, forked in
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before planting. Also sow in the drills before planting a light dressing at the rate of 1 lb. per 60 ft.
Tubers should not be dusted with artificials, as the eye or sprout may be damaged.
Don't apply lime to cultivated soil in the same season in which it is proposed to crop it with
potatoes.

FOOD FOR YOUR GARDEN
FROM YOUR GARDEN
The importance of compost was dealt with in the January "Guide". Now it is proposed to tell you
what you can use to make it and how to make it.

WHAT YOU CAN USE
Leaves, grass cuttings, straw sods, lawn mowings, haulms of peas, beans and potatoes,
vegetable tops, hedge clippings, weeds, and faded flowers. In fact, any plant refuse not needed
for stock feeding.

WHAT YOU CAN'T USE
Cinders, paper, coal ashes, thick woody stems, sawdust, and any materials tainted with oil,
creosote, tar or with any poisonous chemical. Avoid cabbage roots affected by 'club-root'
disease.

Make a COMPOST HEAP this way
1. Choose site, in shade if possible, on ground not used for cropping. Width 4-7 ft. Length
depends on amount of material available.
2. Cover with layer of vegetable refuse (the more mixed and broken up the better) to 6-9 in.
depth. If dry, moisten and read down well. If green and sappy, lay loosely.
3. (Left) Cover with 2 in. layer of animal manure (horse, cow, pig, poultry, pigeon, rabbit) or
sewage sludge. (Right) If animal manure is not available, sprinkle with one of the special
proprietary chemicals or with sulphate of ammonia.
4. Repeat layers 2 and 3 until heap is 3-5 ft. high. If more material is to be dealt with, start a
new heap.
5. Sprinkle a little lime, ground limestone or chalk, after every foot or so, or apply layer of
chalky soil about 2 in. thick. But if using chemicals, follow maker's directions about lime.
6. When heap has cooled down, turn it over from one end to the other, so that the outside

material goes to the middle and that from the middle to the outside.
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The World’s Best Compost
“Now You Can Have Beautiful, Vibrant, Healthy
Plants and Ultra-Delicious Fruits And Vegetables
(As Nature Intended Them)… Without
Dangerous Pesticides And Fertilizer…
Guaranteed!”

CLICK HERE for more info.

Things to do in the FRUIT GARDEN
Fruit trees benefit by a spring application of 1 oz. of sulphate of ammonia per square yard,
worked into the surface soil in spring. And if you are having garden bonfires in March, don't
forget to keep the wood ash in a dry place. Apples and pears need the potash the wood ash
contains, so work the ask into the soil in April. Plum trees, too, benefit from a dressing of 2 oz.
of sulphate of ammonia to the square yard in spring.
Early in April you may have to spray your black-currants if they are troubled with "big bud". Lime
sulphur is the spray for this and you can get it ready made up with full directions for use.
Gooseberries also should be sprayed in April with lime sulphur, to ward off mildew before the
flowers appear.
Apples (except "Beauty of Bath," "Stirling Castle" and St. Cecilia" may be sprayed with lime
sulphur while still in the green bud stage, that is, when the green glower buds are visible but
have not begun to turn colour. This treatment will protect against "scab," but should be repeated
during April when the trees are at the "pink bud" stage, that is, before the flower buds begin to
open, but after they have begun to show colour.
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VOL. 1 No. 4

APRIL – 1945

"April, April, Laugh thy girlish laughter; Then, the moment after, Weep thy girlish tears."
If April lives up to that reputation, she will please readers of this Guide, though we shall look to
her to be judicious in her weeping. We shall want useful spells of sunny weather throughout this
busy gardening month. But let us sound a word or two of warning. Good Friday is the traditional
day for potato planting; but the wise gardener knows that it's risky to stick to traditions: he pays
more attention to soil and weather conditions. And although we shall be only too anxious to get
on with arrears of clearing up; digging, seed sowing and planting, we shall find that "hasten
slowly" is still sound advice when soil conditions are not right.

Getting on with the job
But once weather and soil are right, we should take time by the forelock and get on with the job–
–not leaving everything to the week-end, if we can help it, but seizing any opportunity of an
evening––when it's fine––to put in a little time on essential work on the plot. Little and often will
help us along far better than crowding a lot into the week-end that may turn out wet. But, of
course, we may yet be far off from those happy, free peace-time evenings.

DON'T DELAY THINNING
In Spring, though, many little jobs come along that need to be done when the time is right. A few
days' delay may spoil things: thinning seedlings, for instance; a wet week-end makes the young
seedlings romp away. More about thinning next month.

HOE OFTEN
April is certainly the time for using the Dutch hoe regularly and often. Hoe freely––just the
surface, not deeply––between all growing crops and on vacant ground on every favourable
occasion. Try, if you can, to move all ground at least every ten days when growth is active, so
as to maintain a loose surface mulch and keep down weeds.
Now here are some reminders for this month:––

REMINDERS
In the first three issues of the "Guide" you were reminded about getting all your seeds in good
time––your fertilisers, too, as well as pea and bean sticks. One "seed" item not so far mentioned
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is swedes. Though you can sow swedes as early as April, the Ministry's cropping plan, which
suggests two rows, recommends sowing in June. Swedes are often successful in districts where
it is not so easy to grow carrots, and the field varieties resist the cold better than turnips.
Swedes are usually sown in mid-June in the south, though in the north they may be safely sown
earlier. More will be said about swedes in a later Guide.
Have a look at your shallots. You may have planted them a little too loosely and the weathering
may have left them almost bare of soil. Firm them in now.
Now a word or two about tomatoes. Of course, you won't think of planting them out until the end
of May or the first week in June; but if you have not done so, you would be wise to put in your
order for plants with a reliable supplier. Be warned: don't buy plants that you see for sale much
earlier than they should be. You will be disappointed if you buy them.
And what about Brussels sprouts? These need a long period of growth. If you have not sown
seeds in the seedbed and you intend growing them, you should order your plants so that you
are not caught napping when you want to plant them out in May or June. And now is the time, if
you have not already done so, to clear away those old cabbage and other green stumps that
may be taking up ground that should be cleared and dug over ready for a following crop. For
one thing, these old stumps harbour pests; but, even more important, if you let them stop until
they flower, you may well do harm by cross-pollination to the crops of the professional man who
is growing them for valuable seed.
Now for the seed-sowing jobs of the month, remembering that a few days before sowing or
planting (except on the seed bed) 1 lb. of a good complete fertiliser––"National Growmore" for
instance––should be scattered evenly over every 10 sq. yds. and raked in.

BEANS DWARF AND HARICOT
The ministry's cropping plan provides for two rows of dwarfs. The plants of dwarfs are tender
and should not be sown in the open until mid-April in the south and mid-May in the north.
Successive batches can be sown until mid-July. Rows should be 2 ft. or 2-½ft. apart, with 9 in.
between plants. Use a dibber, or draw a shallow trench with a hoe, about 2 in. deep. If you put
two seeds at each interval you can reckon on a regular stand. Pull out the unwanted weaker
plant, when sufficiently advanced. A light mulching of the surface with lawn mowings, decayed
leaves or compost will help to keep the plants growing.
If you grow haricots for storing, you proceed as for dwarfs, but you don't pick any green pods.
How you deal with them will be dealt with in a later Guide.

BEET
The official cropping plan provides for two rows of Globe Beet. The globe variety matures
quickly and is suitable for general cultivation. It is easier to boil in the usual kitchen pot than the
longer varieties––a point that the missus will appreciate. Sow globe crops in April, longer
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varieties in May. Drills should be 1-½to 2 in. deep and at least 1 ft. apart. Sow seeds in small
clusters 6 in. apart, to avoid waste, and thin the plants to one when three leaves have formed. A
few strands of black cotton stretched above the rows will protect the seedlings from troublesome
birds.

CABBAGES
The Ministry's cropping plan does not include cabbages for use in summer and early autumn,
except as an alternative to runner beans in cold districts. If you have enough room, however,
and you would like a choice of green vegetables in late summer, sow a row now in the seedbed
(see March Guide).

CARROTS
The first sowing of carrots––a stump-rooted kind––(to provide roots for summer and autumn)
should be made in early April. The storage crop is best sown in May or early June. If sown early,
thinnings may be pulled and used as early carrots without harming the rest of the crop; but the
ground must be made firm again after thinning out, to reduce the danger of carrot fly attack. A
late sowing in mid-July will provide tender young carrots for use the following spring (April––
May).
Sow seed thinly in drills drawn 1 ft. apart and 1 in. deep. As carrot seed is small, mix a little dry
earth or sand to avoid too thick sowing, which wastes seed and means a good deal of thinning.
First thin in the seedling stage and keep the bed free from weeds by frequent use of the hoe.
Plants should finally be 6 in. apart.

LETTUCE
Continue to sow a short row (½in. deep) every fortnight, to make sure of crops in succession.
(See March Guide).

PEAS
The March Guide dealt with the sowing of peas. This is just to remind you to sow maincrop peas
in April. For late crops you can sow such varieties as Little Marvel and Onward as late as June.
Unless your soil is in very good heart, a top dressing of super-phosphate––2 ounces per square
yard––at blossom time helps the pods to swell.
As soon as the peas begin to make their third pair of leaves, they will be ready for sticking. Even
dwarf peas do better with a little support––a few twigs are all that is necessary. Before sticking,
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hoe the ground beside the rows and remove any plants, as they will be more difficult to get at
when the sticks are in. Don't cross the two rows of sticks at the top, as this usually makes the
plants get tangled in a mass; stick them firmly in the ground––upright. Trim the tops and put the
twiggy trimmings in at the bottom by the larger sticks, so that the young plants can grasp them
first before climbing on to the sticks.

POTATOES
Potato planting was dealt with in the March Guide. April is the month for planting varieties other
than "earlies".

RADISHES
Don't forget to sow them little and often, if you like them. Sow very thinly and there will be no
need to thin the seedlings. A useful idea is to sow a few radish seeds in the drills along with
onions, carrots and beet. Plant one seed every 6 in. or so along the drills; they grow quickly and
show you the line of the drill before the other seeds germinate. Hoeing and weeding can then
begin earlier.

SPINACH
The Ministry's cropping plan provides for inter-cropping three rows of dwarf peas with two rows
of spinach, if you like it. Gardeners on light soils, however, find that summer spinach runs to
seed so quickly unless they kept it well watered.
Some wartime gardeners may be a bit confused yet about spinach, spinach beet and seakale
beet. Spinach may be sown both in spring (March to May) and late summer (August). Drills
should be 1 in. deep and 15 in. apart. In autumn or early winter, spinach beet supplies leaves
that take the place of spinach in autumn or early winter. It is also known as "Perpetual Spinach"
and some people prefer it. The drills should be 18 in. apart. You can sow it in April and again in
July.
Seakale beet is also known as "Silver Beet" or "Swiss Chard." It is a dual-purpose vegetable.
The leaf stems are large and white, but the leaf is green. You can cook the green part of the
leaves as spinach and the white stalks and mid-ribs, stripped of foliage, may be cooked like
seakale. You can sow this is in April too––drills 1 in. deep and 18 in. apart. Later on, you thin
the seedlings as you would with spinach or spinach beet. With the last two, you thin out to 3 in.
apart in the first instance, removing alternate seedlings after about a fortnight. With seakale
beet, the first thinning should be to 4 in. apart, finally leaving about 8 in. between plants.
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TURNIPS
You can sow turnips in April. But if you are following the Ministry's cropping plan, you will wait
until July, so we will deal with this crop in a later Guide.

ONIONS
Now is the time to plant out onions raised under glass. Harden the plants off gradually and plant
them out in rows 1 ft. apart, leaving 6 in. between each plant. See that each bulb is set just on
top of the ground and press the soil firmly around its roots.

A REMINDER ABOUT THE

FRUIT GARDEN

In the March Guide we reminded you about spring dressings for your fruit trees and the spraying
of your fruit bushes with lime sulphur. April is the time, so just turn to the March issue and
refresh your memory.

About those PESTS
Wartime gardeners, who may have suffered badly from the ravages of pests, may well have
thought that gardening is just on long discouraging fight. But the "old hands" know that is not so;
they know, too, that by keeping their plots as clean as they can, and by taking early measures to
cope with any marauders that may appear, they can do much to reduce their losses and keep
the pests in check.
First a few wise words about what you can do to prevent pest damage before you start to use
insecticides. Strong plants are less likely to be destroyed––and you only get strong plants by
good cultivation and manuring. You must not expect insecticides to make up for deficient
cultivation and manuring.
Another important step is to get rid of the things that harbour pest: weeds surplus seedbed
plants, old brassica stumps and infested leaves. Growing the same crop on the same bed year
after year also encourages pests, so that is another important reason for crop rotation. And then
don't be finicky about hand-picking caterpillars when you do find them.
Some gardeners regard all creeping and flying things as foes. That is a mistake, for they include
friends as well. Let us for a moment consider some of the insects you may find under and above
ground. Of the "underground" enemies, there is first the wireworm: the commonest garden foe
that particularly fancies potatoes, tomatoes and carrots. It is three-quarters of an inch long and
has six legs. When you find it, break it in half or squash it.
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Later on in life it turns into a "Click" beetle or "Skipjack"; it is called a "Click" because if you put it
on its back it jumps to it with a click. If you suffer badly from wireworm, it is worth trying to trap
them. An old potato makes a good trap, or three inches of old kale or Brussels stalk split down
the middle. Put these traps a few inches below ground in spring, marking the spots with sticks.
You can do a great deal to rid yourself of wireworm if you set traps regularly.
But don't mistake the centipede for a wireworm. You can tell the centipede by the number of its
legs––a pair to every section of its body. Don't kill the centipede, for it goes for your enemies––
small slugs, worms and insects. The friendly centipede moves very quickly, while the millepede–
–a nasty sort of chap––moves slowly, though he has got two pairs of legs to every section, as
against the centipede's one. You cannot go far wrong if you kill the slow-movers and let the fast
movers live. Anyhow, it's death to the millepede that attacks the roots of most of your plants!
When you are getting the ground ready for planting in spring, look out for another enemy that
works underground and attacks most crops––the leather jacket, the grub of the fly you call
"Daddy Long Legs." One leather jacket can do much harm to many plants like lettuce and
spinach, so you must kill him wherever you find him.
When the young plants begin to grow up, they meet new enemies––the chaps that do their work
above ground.
Most readers of this Guide may have suffered from black fly, especially if they have grown
broad beans. These black flies harm the plant by sucking the sap and injuring the tissues; if they
are allowed to go on, they will spread from the shoot to the cluster of young bean pods and spoil
the whole crop.
Now the black fly's bitterest foe is the lady-bird, but although she makes all her meals off black
or green flies, she cannot cope with all of them. The black fly usually attacks the top of the plant
first, just when it is beginning to flower, so pinch off the top to check it. The lady-bird won't mind.
But if the black fly spreads despite your efforts––and the lady-bird's––act as advised at the end
of this note, where hints are given for dealing also with slugs, caterpillars, flea beetles and the
cabbage root fly. But first a word or two about these other pests that may come your way.
One of the dangers of leaving a lot of rubbish lying about the garden is that it harbours slugs
that will attack your lettuce, so that is an argument in favour of a clean garden, with suitable
rubbish put in its proper place––the compost heap––and unsuitable stuff burned.
Cabbage white butterflies are pests of the first order. It is bad enough to have to cope with our
own native butterflies, but we also have to deal with the lot that fly over from the Continent every
year. They come first in the spring and early summer, and leave us their eggs before they die.
The eggs are laid on all kinds of cabbage crops, sometimes on stocks, nasturtiums and other
plants. They are yellow, oval and pointed at one end. You will find the eggs in batches of 20 to
100; in about a fortnight they hatch out into young caterpillars that swarm together. You can tell
them by their colour––bluish or greenish black, with a yellow line down the back and yellow
sides. Their hairs are rather straggly. In about a month they are fed up––with your cabbages––
and creep away to turn into chrysalides. About three weeks later, at the end of July or beginning
of August, out come the butterflies which lay their eggs, and you get the second and more
dangerous lot of caterpillars that do harm in August and September.
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The Cabbage White Butterfly has a pal––the small white butterfly that is responsible for the
velvety green caterpillars. This butterfly lays her eggs one at a time and not in groups like the
"Cabbage White." There is only one thing to do with any sort of caterpillar: pick them off and
squash them. And squash any eggs you can find as well. It is a messy business, but it is worth
it.
Another wretched pest is the cabbage aphis––the nasty greyish powder patches of insects that
you may find on your plants. And then you may find holes in your young turnip leaves or in your
young cabbages. They are the work of the flea beetle, which hops about so quickly that it is
difficult to catch sight of. It eats the plant before it pops its head above the ground and keeps on
with the foul work after the rough leaf appears.
Now here are the measures you are recommended to take for dealing with the most important
pests that may come your way, though it is to be hoped they won't. And remember that early
action may save you a lot of bother later on.
Slug
Destroy with well-mixed "Meta" bait; ¼oz. with ¾lb. slightly wet bran broadcast very thinly on
soil - 3oz per square rod - or dot small heaps over affected area.
Cabbage Caterpillar
Dust plants at first sign of damage with Derris dust or spray with Derris insecticide. Repeat
immediately more caterpillars appear.
Flea Beetle
Dust seedlings with Deris, Nicotine or Naphthalene dust. Repeat two or three times at intervals
of four days.
Cabbage Root Fly
Prevent attack by putting ½ teaspoonful of 4 per cent. Calomel dust on soil around each plant
as soon as set out. Repeat a fortnight later.
Black Fly, Green Fly, Cabbage Aphis.
Spray with Derris or Nicotine wash. If sunny and warm, dust with Nicotine Dust. Destroy all old
cabbage stumps before mid-May
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MAY – 1945

"Button to chin till May be in, Cast not a clout till May be out"
And then some people say "Marry in May, repent alway". Perhaps if we do marry in May we
may find the maid––like the month––fickle and fitful; sometimes sunny, sometimes stormy––and
sometimes more than a bit frosty! That is the trouble with May, those killing frosts that do so
much damage to our fruit blossom and young potato plants, and catch the unwise and unwary
who put out their tomato plants too early and without protection. The end of May is quite soon
enough for tomato planting. Too often we gardeners cling to tradition and get too far ahead with
our sowing and planting, regardless of how our weather varies and how treacherous it can be.
However, May should be a busy month with all of us––so here's hoping you will be "as full of
spirit as the month of May". And watch out for those frosts!
May is a month for many jobs on the vegetable plot and it's not easy to keep pace with them all.
Let's just list them now and deal with them in turn. Here they are:––
Thinning seedlings; earthing up potatoes; mulching peas and beans; top dressing certain crops;
sowing winter greens in the seedbed and planting out Brussels; making successional sowings of
earlier crops; sowing runners and marrows; planting out tomatoes; attending to the compost
heap and keeping an eye open for pests.
Now let's say a bit about each of them.

Thin SEEDLINGS
Always try to seize the opportunity, if the ground's fairly moist and the weather cool with a
promise of warm showers to come, to thin any crops that need it––lettuce, spinach, parsnips
and, later on, spring-sown onions. If these crops need thinning when the soil is too dry and the
weather seems set fair, water them thoroughly before thinning and again as soon as you have
finished.
This will prevent too great a disturbance of the seedlings remaining while their neighbours were
being pulled out. Generally thin seedlings twice: first leaving twice as many plants as you will
need; at the second thinning remove every other plant. Always pull out the weakest seedlings,
leaving the strongest to grow on. Hoe between the rows, removing any seedling weeds at
thinning time, and leaving the plot tidy.

Earth up POTATOES
It is important that during the period of active growth your potato plot should be hoed and kept
free from weeds. If there is a danger of frost when the young plants appear, cover them lightly
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with soil. The first earthing up should be done when the plants are some 6 in. high, and further
soil should be drawn up to form a ridge about three weeks later. But don't cover up the leaves
this time––they need all the light and air that they can get.
Earthing up helps to keep the haulms upright, and prevents the tubers from being exposed to
the light, which would make them go green. Incidentally, a good covering of soil over the tubers
protects them in case of an outbreak of blight on the foliage. Blight spores don't work down the
stems to the tubers, as some people think; they drop from the haulm directly on to the soil. So
make your ridge as illustrated; don't leave a very pronounced furrow at the top, into which rain
may wash the blight.

MULCH PEAS & BEANS
Both peas and beans specially need moisture to produce a good crop. In very dry weather,
instead of watering, spread grass mowings, decayed leaves or compost to a depth of 1 in. along
each side of the rows.

TOP DRESS.
Very young plants, such as lettuce and spinach, will appreciate top dressing of sulphate of
ammonia––about ½oz. to the yard run.

Greens for the Seedbed
May is the month for sowing in the seedbed seeds of sprouting broccoli (mid-May), winter
cabbage (also mid-May), kale and savory (late May). How to use a seedbed was described in
the March issue of this Guide.

Plant BRUSSELS SPROUTS
May to June is the period for planting out your Brussels.
The Ministry's plan provides for two rows, 2-½ft. between rows and the same distance between
plants. Don't forget that the plants need a long season of growth to develop properly. If your
ground is poor, you would do well to fork well into the surface, before planting, 2 oz. to the
square yard of some complete fertiliser such as "National Growmore", which is of special value
to crops that have to stand the winter.
Be careful in lifting from the seedbed to see that you get a good ball of soil round the roots.
Should the weather be dry, water the seedbed row the night before.
Plant with a dibber deep enough to bury the roots and stem up to the first leaves. Press the soil
firmly round the plant with the dibber or your heel. If you plant in dry weather give the plants a
good watering. Some gardeners practise puddling, placing soil and water in a bucket and
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plunging the plants' roots in it before planting. If the dry weather continues, water the plants
each day, if you can, until they are established and show signs of making new growth. Hoe
frequently between rows and plants. To make watering more effective some gardeners plant in
a drill about three or four in. deep.

SOW FOR SUCCESSION
Beet, carrots, lettuce and radishes (see March and April Guides for Directions)

Sow RUNNERS
Runners do best on soil well trenched and given a good dressing of manure or compost, as
advised in the February Guide. Clay soils are usually too wet and cold for them. One pint will
sow a double row of 50 ft.
The plants are very tender and seeds should not be sown in the open until May, though early
crops may be secured by sowing in boxes in a frame or a greenhouse and transplanting later. In
the open, sow the seed in double rows with 9 in. of space between the plants. For single rows,
the plants should stand 12 in. apart. If you have double rows, it is an advantage for staking to
put the plants opposite each other. It is a mistake to overcrowd runner beans. Seeds are best
sown in a trench and should be placed 2 in. deep. Don't forget to sow a few extra at the end of
the rows to fill up gaps in the rows.
Runner beans produce best when supported by stakes or some other contraption that allows
them to climb; they can also be grown as dwarf plants by pinching out the growing shoots as
they appear, but the yield will not be so heavy.
Stout, straight stakes 6-8 ft. long, without branches or twigs, are best for runner beans. Stakes
are inserted against each plant and slightly inclined so that they cross at the top, allowing for a
cross stake to be fixed as illustrated.
During dry weather, runner beans derive great benefit from watering; in fact, drought is often
responsible for the flowers dropping and failing to set. To induce a good set it may be necessary
to syringe the flowers with water. Keep the beans closely gathered as they mature so as to
prolong cropping.

Sow MARROWS
Choose a sunny corner for your marrows, digging in some well-rotted manure or compost into
the bottom of the bed, which should be taken out one spit deep. Sow towards the end of May,
placing groups of four or five seeds about 6 in. apart and 1 in. deep. Eventually thin to two
plants, 12 to 15 in. apart. Take care not to let the young plants suffer from lack of water; give
them plenty in dry weather and hoe regularly to keep the bed free from weeks.
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Plant CELERY
If you want to grow celery (and you have not been able to sow seeds in heat), you should buy
the plants ready for planting out in late May or June. Celery likes richly prepared ground. Dig out
a trench 18 in. wide and 1 ft. deep, and fork in manure or compost into the bottom of it, returning
the soil to within 2 in. of the level of the ground. Set the plants carefully in staggered double
rows, 1 ft. apart––10 to 12 in. between plants.
Water them in and give them plenty of water when the weather is dry. Dust with soot at
intervals, as a prevention against leaf maggot. Earthing up will be dealt with in the June Guide.
Some people like celeriac––a turnip-rooted celery––for flavouring stews. You may like to try a
row as an experiment. Plant in shallow drills 18 in. apart, 12 in. between plants. Celeriac also
needs plenty of water in dry weather. Remove side shoots as they appear and hoe regularly.

The popular war-time crop...
TOMATOES
Judging by the response to the Ministry's advertisements in earlier years, the tomato is crop
No.1 with war-time gardeners and allotment holders. Unfortunately, despite many warnings,
some amateurs have been taken in every year by unscrupulous people who sell them tomato
plants far too early for planting outside. It is foolish to hope that the danger of frost is past until
at least the end of May. As with so many gardening jobs there is no fixed date for planting; it
varies from about May 20 in the south-west to the end of the second week in June in the north.
Little is gained and much may be lost by rushing plants out of doors a week or ten days before
the weather has warmed up.
The plants do not grow away well, and if the nights are cold they turn a dark, unhealthy colour
and are seriously checked.
Always buy your plants from a reliable supplier. A well-grown tomato plant should be sturdy and
short-jointed––about 6 or 8 in. high, with the buds of the first flower truss visible in the head of
the plant. The distance between the leaves should be small and the leaves should be dark and
of a bluish tinge. As a rule, plants produced in pots are best for planting in the open. Avoid
"leggy" plants at all costs.
To grow tomatoes successfully in the open you must have a good site. The best spot would be
in the shelter of a wall or fence facing south or south-west, because there the temperature won't
fall too low at night. The plants will get some sunshine there and be protected from the cold east
winds we often get early in June. Get the ground ready well in advance of planting. Take out a
trench 9 to 12 in. deep and 15 to 18 in. wide and dig in compost or well-rotted manure into the
second spit.
For watering during summer get some unglazed drainpipes, if you can, and put them upright
into the trench, 3 ft. apart. Then fill up the trench with the soil you took out. These pipes will let
the water get to the subsoil, which it is difficult to wet by surface watering.
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When you fill up the trench, sprinkle a suitable fertiliser––"National Growmore", for instance––
over the surface: 1 to 2 oz. to every yard of trench, and mix it in with a fork.
The plants should be at least 18 in. apart in the row; if you have more than one row, make the
rows 3 ft. apart. Measure and mark out beforehand where the plants should go, putting in a 4 ft.
stake at each position.
Before planting, make sure that the ball of soil round the roots is really wet. If you have bought
plants in pots, stand them in water for about 20 minutes so that the ball is completely covered.
Drain away excess water before planting.
Plant with a trowel. When planting from pots, take care not to damage the roots when you take
the ball of soil out of the pot. Make the hole about ½in. to 1 in. deeper than the height of the ball
of soil. Then put the ball in the hole and pack the soil tightly round it. Make a saucer-like
depression round each plant: it is very useful for watering, and the absence of loose soil round
the base of the stem makes it difficult for wireworm to get in.
Immediately after planting, water each plant to set the soil round it. Then watch out that the ball
of soil does not begin to dry out. If it does, give each plant about a pint of water.
When you have finished planting, tie the plants to the stakes you put in as markers. Tie loosely;
a good guide is to leave room for your thumb to go between plant and stake. As the plant grows,
tie it again to keep it upright, and remove every side shoot that appears in the corners formed by
the leaf stalks and the main stem. These side shoots are usually dealt with when they are about
1 to 1-½in. long. Don't let them get too big; if that happens, cut them off close to the stem with a
sharp knife. More about tomatoes next month.
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Attend to the Compost Heap
The importance of compost was described in the January Guide, and the March issue dealt with
how to make it. May is the time of the year when further materials such as waste vegetable
matter, coarse grass, lawn mowings and annual weeds, become available for the heap. While
not forgetting the needs of domestic livestock, all the waste material that can be collected
should be rotted down on the compost heap.

Look out for PESTS
If you are growing broad beans, look out for signs of black fly and tackle this pest early, as
advised in the April Guide. If you are growing early turnips, you may be troubled with the flea
beetle. Last month's Guide also dealt with that.
To prevent the depredations of the onion fly, sprinkle 4% calomel dust along the rows of spring
onions when the seedlings are about 1 ½ high; repeat about 10 days later. Your seedling
carrots may suffer from the carrot fly, so apply naphthalene dust to the rows and repeat at 10day intervals until the end of June.
Some gardeners put lengths of creosoted string about 2 in. above their carrot rows, and find this
wards off the carrot fly. You will need to dress the string with creosote three times (at fortnightly
intervals, beginning mid-May) for early sowings and five times for the maincrop. You can put the
creosote on with a brush or take the string up and re-dip it. You must not allow any of the liquid
to splash on the plants or it will 'burn' the leaves.

A bit about BIRDS
The nesting season of wild birds is in full swing in May. Soon the birds themselves will reach
their peak of usefulness to man. Robin, wren, hedge-sparrow, song-thrush and many others will
be about their business of finding food for hungry nestlings and so will be making constant
inroads on garden pests. True, the song-thrush may later take small toll of your bush fruit; but,
all the same, this bird is the gardener's very good friend. Of all our birds, it is the champion snail
killer; if it were no more than that, it would deserve protection and encouragement. As for robin,
wren and hedge-sparrow––nobody has anything but good to say of them; in fact, there is
nothing but good to say. Any or all of them may nest in gardens; if any of them nests in yours,
let it nest in peace. Your interest and protection will be repaid a hundredfold.
Then there are the great tit and the blue tit. If you have a nest box in your garden––maybe even
if you haven't––you may have the great good luck to harbour a family of either species.
The last analysis of the food of these two feathered benefactors showed two-thirds injurious
insects for the great tit, no less than three-quarters for the blue! What gardener would grudge
such friends as these an occasional beakful of fruit?
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It's a pity to add a discordant note; but there are birds you will need to watch. The housesparrow, it is true, feeds its young on grubs and insects and takes a good many for itself; but it
can be a nuisance when green things are coming through. If you are near a wood and there are
jays about, look to your peas. If there are woodpigeons, look to anything in the garden that can
be eaten. But apart from these few, the birds are your friends. If you give them a square deal,
they will give you something better than that, for not all your labour or insecticides will do so
much to keep the garden clean. And, remember, the birds are on the job all day long

Find out more about British garden birds here :
http://www.rspb.org.uk/wildlife/birdguide
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JUNE – 1945

It is the month of June, The month of leaves and roses, When pleasant sights salute the eyes,
And pleasant scents the noses."
To the poet "June rose by May dew impearled" may have been among the possible best things
in the world; but in these strictly utilitarian times we gardeners and allotment holders may feel
that the sight of our vegetable plot coming along nicely with a variety of crops is not only a
distinctly pleasant sight but a solid insurance premium against that threatened world food
shortage which has now become a reality.
The Minister of Food has told us that this will be the tightest of the war years so far as food
supplies are concerned, so readers of this Guide, who are undoubtedly the "wise virgins" of the
parable, will be patting themselves on the back that they did not rest on their spades, but
continued to "Dig for Victory"––not only victory in the fighting war, but victory in the economic
struggle for existence that will be the aftermath of war.

Taking Stock
June is the gardener's sort of halfway house––a time for taking stock and finding out where we
stand. So after patting ourselves on the back, let's survey our plots, and assess our progress to
date and the extent to which we may be a bit backward and consider what needs to be done if
we are not to be caught napping this coming winter. In the first five issues of this guide we
emphasised the need for planning ahead, getting our needs in good time, getting things done in
good time. But gardening on paper is too easy––and it's not so easy to put paper advice into
practice when the weather or lack of spare time just puts paid to the best laid plans issued by a
government department or the gardening papers.
What we gardeners have to bear in mind always is that lean period from about February until
the end of May. Anyone can grow vegetables in summer––and get gluts of them; but it is those
winter vegetables that need more thought and attention.
If you have been following this monthly "Guide"––with such alterations as your family's likes and
dislikes have dictated––you should have little cause to worry; but if you have so far been happygo-lucky in your choice of crops, you still have time in June to do something to put matters right.
The crops you want for next winter––assuming your family likes them all––are the green crops–
–Brussels sprouts, sprouting broccoli, kale, savoys; the roots––parsnips, carrots, turnips and
swedes; onions and leeks; dried peas and bean; potatoes.
It is too late to do anything about potatoes, onions and parsnips, if they are not already growing
on your plot. While it is too late to sow seeds of Brussels sprouts, sprouting broccoli, kale and
savoys, you can order some plants of the last three from your usual nursery or shop. Kale and
sprouting broccoli should be put out about mid-July, savoys later in that month or in early
August. Though it is rather late to plant Brussels, there is just the chance that you may get a fair
crop if put in the plants at once.
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Crops for the lean period
During July, too, you could sow a row of spinach beet that, given favourable conditions, should
give you a crop of excellent green leaves next winter and right on through the spring.
If you like leeks and have not sown seeds in the seedbed, you can get some plants and put
them out in July.
As to root crops, main crop carrots can be sown in June to early July, swedes at the end of
June, turnips in July.
The experts tell us that we need some of that precious body-building stuff––protein––in our diet.
Now dried peas and beans are a valuable source of protein, and it is worth while saving some of
our crops for the purpose, as well as to provide seeds for sowing next year––always assuming
that we save our own seeds, a subject which will be dealt with in a later Guide. Do your saving
systematically, however. Don't just leave a few late pods on each plant, but reserve a number of
plants at each end of the row.
Having looked ahead and made sure – at least in our minds – that we are not going to be
caught napping in the few months from next February, let us come back to the present for a bit
and concentrate on essential jobs of the month. First, thinning––and no apology is made for
returning once more to this important operation. And don't forget to keep that hoe going
regularly.

THINNING
This needs to be done now practically every week. Beet, carrots, parsnips, lettuce and spinach
have all to be thinned as they become large enough. Thinning was dealt with in the May "Guide"
and all that it is necessary to add now is that it is a good time to apply a little fertilizer after the
plants have been thinned and are beginning to grow strongly. A dressing of ⅛ oz of sulphate of
ammonia can be hoed in per yard of row.

TOMATOES
The May "Guide" dealt with the planting of tomatoes. To get the best results keep each plant to
the main stem, pinching out the side-shoots that come in the corners formed by the leaf stalks
and the main stem. Keep the plants well watered and feed them regularly with a good complete
fertilizer. There are a number of proprietary brands of tomato fertilizer that should be used
according to the suppliers' instruction. Or you can use "National Growmore." A good working
rule is to apply a teaspoon per plant as each truss of fruit sets.
When watering, remember that it is useless just to damp the soil surface, for this merely
encourages surface rooting. You must water well, giving about half-a-gallon to each plant.
Tomato fruits are often split when the plants are given a heavy watering after having been dry.
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That is because the skin gets hard and inelastic and cannot expand when the fruit swells after a
good watering, so it splits or cracks. So don't let the plants get dry.
"Blight" is the chief disease likely to affect tomatoes in the open. It may attack only the fruit, but
the stem and leaves may be affected as well. Intense brown or black blotches are the signs, and
infected fruits often fall off the plant. The discoloured areas are edged with a downy white
growth. It's the same blight that attacks potatoes. To control it, spray your plants with a copper
spray (see next section).

Take care of your POTATOES
Potatoes are growing strongly now. In most places they have been earthed up. Remember,
when earthing, not to draw the soil up to a greater height than about 6 in. and do not leave a flat
top or trough to the ridge. Finish it off to as sharp a point as possible. This prevents spores of
potato blight from being washed down by rain to infect the tubers. Don't try to earth up when the
soil is wet.
To a large extent the danger of blight attack depends on the weather; if dry, only local attacks
are likely and will not cause serious damage; given frequent spells of warm, moist weather, the
tops may be completely killed by the end of July or in August. The effect on the crop would be
serious if the tops were badly affected. The weight of crop would be greatly reduced; and if the
disease spreads to the tubers themselves, they may rot in the ground or after you have stored
them.

WHAT TO DO.
If you live within 10 or 12 miles of a large industrial centre, where the air is laden with fumes and
smoke, do not spray, but seek advice locally: the secretary of your local allotment society, the
horticultural committee of the council or the park superintendent should be able to help you.
Gardeners who are not in areas likely to be affected by fumes from factories should, as a form
of insurance against blight, spray their potato foliage with one of the copper-containing sprays
recommended for the purpose. Perhaps the simplest course is to buy one of the ready-made
Bordeaux powders or pastes and apply it according to the maker's instructions. Usually you
have only to mix it with water and it is less trouble to prepare than a home-made mixture.
If you have a hand-dusting machine, you could apply one of the powders made for the purpose copper-lime or Bordeaux dust. Dust needs to be applied more often than sprays, however - four
or five applications should be given, allowing a fortnight each.
When to Spray
The right time for the first dusting or spraying usually happens at the end of June or early in
July. Don't wait until you see blight spots on the leaves - if you do find any, spray at once. If
dusts are used, further applications are needed every fortnight; with the spray, a second
application after three weeks should be sufficient. But if the blight attack is severe, a third
spraying may be needed in August.
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Points to Remember
> You can use a stirrup pump, if you obtain a fine spray nozzle for it.
> A misty spray is best, as it wets the foliage easily.
> If you have no sprayer, you can use a watering can with a fine rose.
> Make certain that both sides of the foliage as well as the stems are thoroughly wetted.
> Choose a fine day so that the spray has time to dry before the next fall of rain.
> It is much easier if you can co-operate with some friends or neighbours and spray several
batches of potatoes on the same day.

You can see photos of symptoms of potato blight here :
http://www.dardni.gov.uk/ruralni/index/crops/potatoes/blight_net/potato_blight_symptoms.htm

Earthing up CELERY
Before you earth-up, tie the celery plants loosely just below the leaflets and remove any side
growths. When the plants are about 15 in. high, earth-up slightly, but see that the ground is
thoroughly moist before you begin. The second and third earthings––at three weekly intervals–
can be more thorough, until finally the soil should cover the plants right up to the leaves and
should slope away neatly. Don't let any soil fall into the heart of the plant.

Are you watching out for those Pests?
Any signs of black fly yet? Some gardeners think that this pest is encouraged by broad beans,
but there is no foundation for this. You may quite likely find it on your "runners." Wherever you
come across it, take the measures recommended in the April Guide. And if you are growing
broad beans, remove the growing tips when the plants are in full flower. If the winds are high
and the plants look like being broken, put in a few stout stakes and run some stout string around
the rows.
While the April Guide deals with other garden pests that may be a nuisance in June (slugs on
your lettuce, cabbage root fly and carrot fly), it may not cover some pests that may trouble you.
Celery fly for instance. Brown blisters may appear on the leaves. Watch the seedlings carefully
for blistered leaves, and destroy them or crush them with your fingers. Dust the plants weekly
with soot to prevent egg laying. If the attack is serious, spray the leaves (both sides) with a
nicotine and soap wash.
Then onion fly may also cause trouble, especially on dry soils. As a precaution dust the soil
along each side of the rows with 4 per cent Calomel when the plants are about an inch high.
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Feed your CROPS
Beet, carrots, parsnips and onions benefit by a dressing of sulphate of ammonia after thinning ⅛ ounce to the yard run. If your carrots and onions are attacked by the fly, a similar dressing will
help them considerably.

LETTUCE
Don't forget to sow a short row of seed every fortnight to ensure a succession. And if you
transplant the thinnings from earlier rows, see that you give them a good start. Don't put them
on lumpy ground and don't water them late on a cold evening or leave them without water at all.
If the plot reserved for lettuce is lumpy and not easy to break down to a fine tilth, sift some fine
soil over the surface, see that the seedlings are firmly planted and watered well at the right time
until they are firmly established.

MARROWS
Although marrows are usually sown in the open towards the end of May, it's not too late to sow
in June. In a sunny corner dig in some well-rotted manure or compost and set a few groups of
seed––four or five seeds to each group––about 6 in. apart and 1 in. deep. Later, thin each
group to two plants, 12 to 15 in. apart. Marrows need a lot of water. Make sure they get it,
particularly in dry weather.

Couple of Tips
First, as to cabbages: when you cut one, make two nicks crosswise on the top of the stump, and
within a month or six weeks it will sprout again and give you a crop of tender greens.
Second, if you have any grass left in your garden and are not using the mowings to feed stock
or make compost, give your runner beans a mulch of 2 or 3 inches. This will help to conserve
the moisture and benefit the beans considerably.

More Root Crops
The main root crops may be sown in June or early July––beet (earthly June), maincrop carrots
(June or early July) and swedes (mid-June). The sowing of beet and carrots was dealt with in
the April Guide, so the details will not be repeated here.
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Bear in mind, too, that the above times for sowing are merely general reminders, and that
gardeners must have regard to local conditions and advice from the experienced. For instance,
as to carrots, in the midlands and the north, mid-June is regarded as the latest date to sow with
an assurance of a good crop; while in the south and west, sowings may often be made with
safety up to mid-July. Another point is that late-sown carrots are less liable to attacks by the "fly"
than those sown earlier in the year.

SWEDES
Swedes are a safer crop in some districts than turnips. They can stand the cold better and can
be left in the ground until after Christmas. Though there are garden varieties of swedes, the field
sorts such as "Best of All” and "Eclipse" are really the best to grow.
Swedes are usually sown in mid-June (earlier in the north) in drills 15 in. apart and 1 in. deep.
The Ministry's plan provides for two rows, but don't grow them if you don't like them. The
seedlings of field sorts should be thinned to 9 in. apart.
For those who like to try out unusual vegetables, Kohl Rabi is a useful crop to grow on very light
soils where turnips are risky owing to drought or flea beetle attacks. You can still sow it in June
in the seedbed, transplanting to rows 15 in. apart with 8 in. between plants. It is better, however,
to drill in the ordinary way, like swedes and turnips, and thin out. Kohl Rabi should not be stored
for any length of time, but should be eaten soon after lifting.

A word about Gathering Crops
Before the full spate of summer vegetables begins, a few words about gathering crops may not
be out of place. Gather in the morning or evening, when they are fresh and not limp from the
sun; handle them carefully, so that they come into the kitchen fresh and tempting. More
important, however, is to gather crops before they are past their prime. It is a mistake to leave
batches of cabbages, lettuces, peas and other vegetables until the whole crop is ready for use.
So often the gardener cannot bring himself to gather his vegetables before they are fully
matured, with the result that when they are ready, he is unable to cope with them all at once and
many go to waste. Use your vegetables on the young side; they are more tasty, and the
scientists tell us they do you more good than when they are old and tending to be tough. On the
other hand, of course, don't be extravagant about it. There is no sense in picking them so young
that a whole crop is used up in a meal or two.
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JULY – 1945

"The summer looks out from her brazen tower, Through the flashing bars of July."
Well, given that kind of July weather––though with our climate we can never be sure––we shall
feel like taking a snooze in the deck chair or lying down under a tree, instead of getting on with
those gardening jobs that must be done. But we must not make the mistake of thinking that this
month the garden can be left to take care of itself. For the weeds grow as well as the
vegetables, and pests and diseases can quickly spread, if not checked at the start. So even if
you feel like "just a little sleep, a little slumber, a little folding of the hands to sleep," don't indulge
that feeling too often, and do keep that hoe going, to check the weeds.
And watch out for those pests.
For instance, the "Cabbage White" butterfly is now on the wing; too soon its caterpillars may be
gorging on your green-stuff. Your first method of attacking these garden enemies is to destroy
the colonies of eggs by crushing them between thumb and forefinger. It's not a pleasant job but
it must be done. Then, if the caterpillars do appear, destroy them by hand-picking, or dust or
spray with Derris (see April Guide). Some people complain that they have tried derris dust with
little or no effect. Well, either the dust was too old and had lost its killing property, or only one
dusting was given. As successive broods of caterpillars hatch out, further dustings are
necessary; fresh derris applied as soon as caterpillars are seen will help to control them. A
dusting machine is a great convenience and the dust should be applied when there is dew on
the leaves. Always try to get the dust right into the centre of the plants.
It is infuriating to go out one evening and find your cabbage plants suddenly wilting one by one.
On digging up one of them you will probably find white grubs feeding on the roots. They are the
grubs of the cabbage root fly; once the plant is attacked the only thing to do is to dig it out and
burn it. The right thing to do is to apply a ring (½ teaspoonful) of 4 per cent. Calomel dust round
each young plant of the cabbage family as you plant it out. This will put paid to the trouble.
The Turnip Flea Beetle may also be on the warpath, eating holes in your cabbage and turnip
plants. It has caused gardeners trouble for centuries and is most troublesome during dry
weather. Some old hands believe in the cold water cure, and give the plants a good soaking
every night until they are about 6 in. high. But that's not possible on some allotments, so derris,
nicotine or napthalene dust should be used, as recommended in the April Guide. And dust often
till the leaves are well formed.
And don't forget that what you do––or fail to do––this month, will determine how well or badly off
your family will be for winter greens in the lean period from next February onwards.
Now having made up our minds to keep going at the job, let's have a look at some of the things
we might do about our growing crops, before we get on to further sowings and plantings.
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Crops that need water
We shall probably need to be economical again this summer. It is difficult to lay down hard and
fast rules about watering vegetables, and the gardener must use his own judgment. Newly
transplanted seedlings may suffer seriously if water is withheld. But established plants may
suffer if watered only at irregular intervals.
Once you start watering you must carry on, so if the plants are holding their own in a dry spell, it
is unwise to begin widespread watering unless you can do it regularly.
Assuming the water supply situation is reasonably good, crops that specially benefit by watering
are runner beans, celery, marrows (specially on mounds) and tomatoes.

Planting out LEEKS
You can plant leeks from mid-June to mid-August, but July is the time recommended in the
Ministry's cropping plan. Many gardeners plant them on ground cleared of peas. If you have
sown leeks in your seedbed, the seedlings should be lifted when about 6 in. high. If the soil is
dry, soak the seedbed before lifting. Lift carefully with a fork; it is usual to cut off the tips of the
leaves before planting out.
Plant in rows 12 to 18 in. apart, 9 in. between plants. Drop each plant into a hole at least 6 in.
deep, made with a blunt dibber. Water in to wash soil round the roots, but don't fill the hole with
soil. The sketches show how to plant. Although hardy, the soil should be drawn up to crops in
the autumn to give some protection from severe frost and to help in bleaching.

Feed your ONIONS
Early July is the best time to provide some extra rations for onions that have not had the
advantage of heavy manuring before sowing or planting. A good general fertiliser such as
"National Growmore" is safe and effective. The ideal time to apply any fertiliser is during
showery weather; and if showers are lacking, do not fail to hoe in the fertiliser and water
thoroughly. Artificial manures of all sorts are more of a danger than a help when spread on dry
ground, but their action is very soon seen when rain descends or when artificial watering has
been well done. Not more than two applications of fertiliser should be given to the onion bed.
The ideal to aim at is hard, well-ripened bulbs––not mere size, for the medium bulbs will keep
better than the big ones. Late manuring with artificials only prolongs the growing period and
makes ripening all the later and more difficult, so give no artificials after mid-July.
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Earthing up BRUSSELS
Draw a little soil up round the stems about a week after planting. Remember, Brussels sprouts
like very firm ground.

Getting 'RUNNERS' to set
Syringe the plants, and particularly the flowers, with water during hot weather to encourage the
beans to form. And pinch out the growing tips of the main shoots when the plants have reached
the tops of the sticks.

Harvesting SHALLOTS
Shallots are ready for harvesting when the foliage has begun to wither. You then lift the little
bunches of bulbs and leave them on the surface to dry off. But if the ground is heavy and moist,
lay them out along a dry surface, such as a path, for a few days, for they must be well ripened
and perfectly dry before storing. Or if you have got a strip of wire netting, you could dry them on
this, raising it slightly from the ground to let a current of air pass beneath them. Then tie them
into bundles or lay them in trays or boxes, and store in a dry, frost-proof, airy shed. Look them
over from time to time and throw out and decaying bulbs.

Try a row of SPINACH BEET
If you have not sown a row of spinach beet or seakale beet earlier, try a row now. Either is a
valuable vegetable and often survives the winter better than any other green crop. Sow the
seeds in drills about 1 in. deep and allow 8 in. between plants. Always use spinach beet when
the leaves are young and tender.

Sow those TURNIPS
If you are following the Ministry's cropping plan, now is the time to sow turnips for storing on
ground cleared of early potatoes, which should be in good condition for roots, as it will have
been well worked during the past month or two. The rows should be 1 ft. apart and the seed
sown about 1 in. deep.
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Sow for succession
Sow lettuce every 10 or 14 days. And while you are about it, don't forget to make another
sowing of parsley, for the experts tell us we don't eat nearly enough for our health's sake. Drills
should be ½ in. deep;

Sowing SPRING CABBAGE
Of all early vegetables we look forward with most pleasure, perhaps, to our first cutting of spring
cabbage. There is a delicacy, texture and flavour about it that no cabbage can aspire to at any
other period of the year.
At the end of the month sow the seeds. Instead of sowing in a drill, try for once sowing
broadcast on a small plot. Some people think you get far better plants that way. The seeds are
sometimes sown far too thickly in drills and very poor plants result.

Don't waste that SUMMER WASTE
At this time of year garden "waste" is generally fairly plentiful and should not be wasted. Pea
stems, potato haulms, outside lettuce leaves, the last of the rough leaves from spring cabbage,
grass cuttings and the like should be made into compost, which, later on, you will dig back into
your soil to maintain its fertility. How to make a compost heap was described in the March
Guide.
There are some people who seem to think that the compost heap is a new idea, introduced
because farmyard manure is hard to come by. It is no novelty, for the gardening books of a
century or more ago mentioned it; long before it was called "compost" the value of decayed
vegetable refuse was well known and understood, particularly by the professional gardener.

The World’s Best Compost
“Now You Can Have Beautiful, Vibrant, Healthy
Plants and Ultra-Delicious Fruits And Vegetables
(As Nature Intended Them)… Without
Dangerous Pesticides And Fertilizer…
Guaranteed!”

CLICK HERE for more info.
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CARROTS
If you would like to experiment with carrots, try sowing the seed broadcast in a broad flat drill 1
in. deep, instead of in the usual narrow drill.
Late-sown carrots usually escape the attention of the carrot fly.

Those GREEN CROPS for next winter
During the summer, when the weather does not always provide those rainy periods at the time
we need them most, we gardeners have to be swift to act and seize the right moment to do our
various jobs of sowing and planting. When a fall of rain has brought the surface soil into just the
right state for planting, all other garden work should be set aside to make the most of an
opportunity that may not come again until the seedling plants have passed the best stage for
planting out. If nature fails to oblige, then we have to choose between waiting for rain and
risking the plants remaining in the seed-beds, or watering the ground thoroughly before planting.
With kale and sprouting broccoli, two very useful vegetables for after Christmas, this is a
decision we often have to make.
The middle of the month is the time to plant them, in rows 2 ft. apart each way; if there is
sufficient room, allow 2 ft. 6 in. each way. The Ministry's plan for a 300 sq. yd. plot recommends
two rows of each, which should provide a good supply of green-stuff lasting well into next
spring.
These brassicas should be planted in a shallow drill about 2 in. deep and 3 or 4 in. wide. This
not only helps to direct moisture towards the roots of the plants, but it makes it easier to draw
soil up to the stems, thus helping to keep the plants from blowing over on gusty days later in the
season.
The Ministry's plan also provides for three rows of winter cabbages, and mid-July is the time for
planting them out (2 ft. apart each way) in the shallow drills already described.
If you have grown your own plants in a seed-bed, lift them carefully with a fork, aiming at getting
them out with as much soil as possible adhering to the roots. Should the weather be dry, give
the seed-bed a good soaking the night before you lift. This applies to all your brassicas.
The sketches on planting cabbage may help you. If you have to plant in dry ground, water each
hole before planting, cover in with soil and again water. Half-a-pint of water should be sufficient
for each plant.
Always make sure that your cabbage plants are firmly planted by testing one or two here and
there as you go along the rows.
If you pull the plant by the edge of a leaf, the part between your finger and thumb should tear
away. But if you pull the plant up, you are not planting firmly enough.
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Early-sown savoys will be reaching the stage when they should be transplanted. But it is not
wise to have this crop in bearing too early in the winter, and if the larger plants are put out 2 ft.
apart this month, the smaller seedlings could be transplanted 6 in. apart in an odd corner and
allowed to grow on for a time before you finally put them in their permanent quarters, perhaps
as late as the end of July or early in August.

On saving your own SEED
Some gardeners like having a shot at something new––seed saving, for example. Those who
have not hitherto experimented in this direction might like to try it out. But it is well that they
should know that while a few kinds of vegetable seeds can safely be saved by the amateur,
others are best left to the experts.
You know that all flowering plants need pollen to fertilise the female part of the plant, so that it
can produce seed. Some plants are fertilised by their own pollen, while others have to get it
from another plant. Broadly, those that fertilise themselves are "safe"' those that need pollen
from another plant should be left to the professional seed grower. Why? Well, you may be
growing, say, a cabbage for seed in your garden, while another gardener not far away may be
growing a Brussels sprout for seed. The wind or the bees may bring pollen from your
neighbour's plant to your own––and your plants next year would be an unbelievable mixture, yet
would be useless to you.
Now, if that were to happen in your garden, how much more serious would it be if you were to
allow one of your cabbages to flower and produce seed near a commercial grower's field of
Brussels sprouts growing for seed. It might cause immense trouble and ruin the quality of his
seed. The only "safe" vegetables for seed-saving purposes are peas, beans of all kinds, onions,
leeks, tomatoes, lettuce, ridge cucumbers and marrows.
Now is the time to mark the plants you intend to save. The best and easiest way is to tie a label
on part of your rows of peas and beans and leave all the pods on the plants in that section for
seed. Don't pick any at all for the kitchen. So often gardeners leave the last few pods on their
plants. These are usually small, weakly pods and do not give really good seed. If you remember
that one-tenth of your pea and bean crop should give you sufficient seed to sow a similar area
again next year, you will be able to judge how many plants to leave.
Most allotment rows are 30 ft. long, so of your peas you would need to have 3 ft. at one end of
the row. Runner beans are usually a little more prolific, so one-twentieth of each row is usually
enough to save for next year's sowing.
One good lettuce plant should give you all the seed you will need. Mark and label the best plant
you have. Don't choose one that has "bolted" or run to seed instead of making a good large
heart. It may produce offspring that will do the same thing next year and then you would get
very few lettuces worth cutting. If the heart is very hard and firm, make a cut with a knife in the
shape of a cross on the heart. Don't cut too deeply, but just through the first three or four layers
of leaves. This will make it easy for the flower head to push its way up. That is all you need to
do for the present.
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If you spring planted any of last season's onions and left leeks in the ground for seed, they will
be coming into flower now. See that the stems, which are very brittle, are tied securely to
stakes, but otherwise there is nothing to do to them until the end of September, for onions,
and/or mid-October, for leeks. A later Guide will tell you how to harvest the seed.
When your marrows are bearing fruits, pick out one good-sized fruit and scratch the word "seed"
on it with a pencil. When your tomatoes are carrying good trusses of fruits, pick out a good,
shapely truss, mark it with a piece of raffia and watch this Guide for further advice.
The plants that you have selected for seed saving should be inspected carefully to see that they
do not develop disease in any way. Leave the pods or fruits to ripen as long as possible. But
with lettuces, as soon as you see little tufts of fluff forming on the seed heads, pick them and put
them in a shallow cardboard box or a seed-box with a sheet of paper on the bottom. You may
have to look at your lettuce plant every day when it is nearing the ripening stage, as a sudden
heavy downpour of rain may wash all the seeds on to the ground, if they have reached the fluffy
stage. In rainy periods it is best to pull the lettuce plant up, when nearing the harvest stage; put
it in a newspaper and finish the ripening in a warm room.
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'This is the month of weeds Kex, charlock, thistle...Spurry, pimpernel, quitch...Making for
trouble. This is the month of weeds.'
Before Roman holidays were popularised in these islands August was Weodmonath—the
month of weeds. Nature probably realised that harvest would fully occupy man's attention at this
time of the year, and cunningly contrived for most of the wickedest weeds to shed their seeds.
The Romans just helped things along by encouraging everyone who was not helping with the
harvest, to sit in the sun—to take a holiday. And very pleasant too—when these islands held but
a handful of people, but holidays are not for the gardeners in a population of 48 million people
on an island in a world short of food and short of ships to carry it. So—first of all—keep the hoe
going. What feeds a weed will feed a cabbage to feed you.
Even if there were no weeds there would still be plenty to do in the garden, for this is the time of
gathering the fruits of labour. And careful harvesting is just as important as careful sowing and
careful growing.
Dwarf, French and runner beans require frequent picking or they will grow tough and stringy. If
you have more than you and your friends can eat now, remember that they can be easily salted
down for winter use. Regular picking of runner beans helps to make a longer fruiting season.
But do not pick any beans from the plants you may have selected for seed.
Pull and use early beet. If left in the ground too long the roots will become woody and stringy.
Any early-sown carrots that remain should be used up quickly. Summer turnips are ready to
use, and marrows and tomatoes should be gathered as they ripen. Onions are important
enough to have a section to themselves (see page 51).
Pick herbs now—just before they flower. Gather shoots of thyme, sage, mint, marjoram,
tarragon and parsley. Tie them in bundles, wash them, cover with muslin to keep out dust and
hang to dry in an airy shed or near the fire. When thoroughly dry and crisp, crush to a mealy
texture and store in lidded jars or bottles away from the light.

Your last chance TAKE STOCK
Now is the time to make sure of winter's greenstuff—to make good losses caused by pests or
diseases—opportunity to sit down after that back-aching weeding—just sit and think—sit and
make sure—it's your last chance.
If you have not yet sown spring cabbage, do so at once or it will soon be too late. Do not sow in
that part of the seedbed where spring sowings of cabbage were made this year. The soil may
contain Cabbage Root Fly or the spores of Club Root. Sow seed thinly 1 in. deep in drills made
6 in. apart ; sow enough to plant four rows of spring cabbage on the ground which will be left
free after the onions are harvested.
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Do not sow too many, but allow a small reserve for making good any losses after planting out in
September. If possible, sow after rain; or if the soil is very dry, water the seedbed a few hours
before sowing. Where space is confined, sow "Harbinger", which is compact and hearty. Where
more room is available "Early Offenham" and "Durham Early" are good varieties.
Sow late kale now where it is to mature, and thin as required during growth—it will give you a
late green crop in March and April. Sow winter radish—they can be lifted and stored. Smoothleaved Batavian endive, sown now and treated as lettuce, will last well into the winter, if it is
blanched by tying up loosely with raffia and protected by a pot or box.
The main thing is to make sure of winter greens. Sow now for the lean months. If you are
following the Ministry's Cropping Plan, make yourself completely comfortable in a deck chair—
and study it. If you have any gaps or corners to spare, fill them with winter greens.

Prepare for AUTUMN SOWINGS
Ground for winter lettuce and turnips should be prepared a week or two in advance. Avoid
ground likely to become damp in the winter; lettuces can stand up to cold much better than to
wet conditions.
Dig the ground over one spade's depth and leave it for a week or more to settle. If the soil is
poor, rake in a dressing of 1-1½ oz. per square yard of National Growmore fertiliser. If the
ground was not limed in the spring, dress with lime and fork in lightly immediately after digging,
but do not apply at the same time as the fertiliser. Leave the ground alone until the lime is well
washed in and then—just before sowing—apply the fertiliser and fork it in lightly.
For lettuce, tread the ground firmly and evenly and rake it down finely. Choose a variety suitable
for winter and sow seed thinly in drills ¾ in. deep and 1 ft. apart. When seedlings are large
enough to be handled in late September and early October, they will be thinned out to 9 in.
apart.

TOMATOES
Strong growth and plentiful flowers can be misleading. It is rare for us even in the best of
summers to have the long spells of sunshine necessary to ripen more than four trusses of fruit.
So "stop" the plants by pinching out the main growing shoot. Nip it off just above the fourth
truss. Even if four trusses have not set, the stopping should be done by the third week of the
month. There is nothing to be gained by leaving the plants to grow on.
Keep moisture at the roots. Allowing the soil to dry out and then trying to correct matters by
soaking, only leads to split fruit. If you have the material, apply a generous mulch (see page 52)
and do not let the soil surface cake hard. Keep feeding the plants, but do not overdo it; and
especially at this stage avoid too much nitrogen—sulphate of ammonia or nitrate of soda—
which will only promote rank growth and fruit that lacks flavour.
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It also makes the plants less resistant to disease. Let the sun get at the fruit. This does not
mean recklessly cutting out every leaf that is in the way. Remember that the leaves of plants
play an important part in their nutrition. Remove any dead or withered leaves from the base, of
course, and then carefully thin out, here and there, to uncover developing trusses. Keep a sharp
lookout for any side shoots that you may have missed. Watch out also for blight (see June
Guide) and give another spraying or dusting as a precaution.
Now is the time when the quality of plants tells. If yours are not all they should be, make a
resolution to start with better stock next year. There are still too many over-forced weakly plants
bought by the unwary.

ONIONS
A little meat goes a long way—with plenty of onions to flavour the dish. We shall need all the
meat-stretching flavour we can harvest, and now is the critical time in the life of the spring-sown
onion. On the care taken in lifting and ripening depends its ability to keep well in storage.
First step is to bend the tops over and then leave for about a fortnight while they shrivel. If you
have some "bull-necks" which refuse to be bent, use them up in the kitchen in the next few
weeks.
To lift, loosen the bulbs by pushing a fork into the soil well under them and lever then up.
Then lay the bulbs on their side with the under-surface and roots so placed as to catch the full
sun. Now they must be thoroughly dried before you take them into the dry shed, spare bedroom
or wherever you are going to store them.
If the month is a "baker," the process should not take long—just lay the bulbs on firm ground or
on a path until the skins are really dry. If the weather alternates between dry and wet, the onions
much be lifted off the soil and the most made of the sunny spells by sheltering your onions on a
home-made drying frame. Prop a piece of wire netting on four corner pegs, spread the bulbs on
it, then above them—about 3 in. higher—prop a sheet of corrugated iron on four more pegs.
The sun, when it comes, beats on the iron and warms the onions beneath ; the air circulates
freely, and the crop ripens quickly and well.

Sow Onions
See that the soil is firm, and sow fairly quickly. Use varieties of the White Spanish type or those
specially recommended for autumn sowing. In the North, the first week in the month is the time ;
the third week is early enough down South.
Some growers divide their sowings, saving some of the seed till late December. They find that
the December sowing produces fewer plants that run to seed. But whenever you sow, keep
weeds firmly in check.
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Hold that moisture
About 300 years ago, a scientist planted a willow shoot weighing 5 lb. in a barrel holding 200 lb.
of dry soil for five years he gave it nothing but pure water. He finished with a fine tree weighing
over 169 lb. and the soil had lost a trifling 2 oz., so he concluded that water was the "principle of
vegetation."
Other scientists have since found it isn't quite as simple as that, but none of them has grown a
plant without water. In fact it takes anything up to 1,000 lb. of water to produce a single pound of
plant substance.
Plants are just as thirsty in August as human beings are though they are unable to trot into the
kitchen or down the road. But they do have roots able to draw on the available moisture in the
soil. It's up to us to see that the moisture gets to the roots and not into the warm air.
Much can be done by timely hoeing to stop the soil cracking when it has been beaten down by
heavy rains or watering. But a better way to keep the roots or peas, runner beans and tomatoes
supplied with moisture is to spread a layer of half-rotted manure with plenty of straw in it, wellrotted compost material, or even decayed lawn-mowings, between the rows and around the
plants. This is a mulch, but it is next to useless if you put it on already bone dry soil. Seize the
moment after a fall of rain, or if the rain fails, give the ground a good soaking.
See that the mulch is open in texture : heavy impenetrable stuff keeps the air from the soil and
may even tend to sour it. Watch your lawn-mowings specially. Mulching also helps to keep
down the weeds.

STOP PEST NEWS
By this time in the year the patient gardener is prepared—or he should be— for anything in the
nature of pests. This month's particular unpleasantness may take the form of Cabbage Aphis on
the members of the cabbage family. It is easy enough to recognize. Leaves begin to curl or
crinkle ; part of the leaf turns a paler green, and on the underside of the crinkled leaf is a mass
of greyish-blue, powdery-looking insects busily sucking the vitality out of your plants and
crippling them.
If these pests find their way into growing hearts of your young kales, sprouts or other green
stuff, they may check the plants so badly that the crop will be very poor. You will probably find
too that the Aphis has discovered your seedling rows of greenstuff.
The best remedy is to spray with a good nicotine insecticide, preferably one that contains soap
or some other substance that acts as a "spreader" and keeps the nicotine on the leaves.
Force the spray well into the hearts of the plants. Where there are large colonies, it is worth
while squashing the insects with finger and thumb before spraying—if you can "take it." It is a
messy business, but half measures are no good. Later sprayings at intervals of a few days will
probably be necessary. The secret of control is to spray early enough and often enough.
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WARNING
Nicotine and nicotine preparations are poisonous. Be sure to follow maker's directions. On
Summer Cabbage almost ready for cutting, or other vegetables intended for the table within ten
days, use a derris spray instead.

Help on the GREENS
Give late autumn and winter greens a light dressing of National Growmore fertiliser round each
plant, raked or hoed in. Apply this now—feeding after this month will make soft growth which will
not stand the severe winter weather. Keep the ground firm round winter greens or they may fail
to heart-up properly.

Look after the SEEDLINGS
Give seedlings of the cabbage family and turnips a light dressing of derris dust or naphthalene
dust as soon as they show through. This early treatment works better against flea beetle attack
than later applications. Continue to dust with derris during growth in seed bed.

Soot for CELERY
This is a vital moment in the life of celery. Earthing-up (see June Guide) should keep up with
growth. The other main needs are soot and water. Soot is the best fertiliser for the crop. The
older it is the better.
It can be used on the leaves or well watered into the soil as a manure. Do not try to produce
luxuriant growth—it will probably be coarse. Aim to grow short, firm, stocky plants. Never let
them get dry—water must be abundant during growth.

Those POTATO HAULMS
Every year when the early potatoes have been lifted, the question is asked "What shall I do with
my potato tops?" The problem is whether to put them on the compost heap or not. The answer
depends on two things, namely, how good is your compost heap and how free from disease are
your potato tops?
If you have had an attack of blight, or any other disease that has affected the potato tops, the
answer is simple—gather them up, all of them, and burn them. If your crop has been clean and
you have the sort of efficient compost heap that heats up well, there is nothing against chopping
up the haulms, with a sharp spade, while they are soft and green, and treating them as any
other waste. In a good compost heap they will soon rot down. The main thing about potato
haulms is not to leave them lying about.
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Sow SPINACH...the real thing
Clever cooks, it is said, can make any vegetable into spinach. But, as with so much that cooks
"make," the concoction cannot provide the health-giving benefits of the real thing. And more
important, the real thing tastes better.
For winter use, sow the prickly or rough-seeded variety thinly in drills 1 in. deep and 1 foot.
apart. If possible, avoid full sun.
Thin to 3 in., then to 6 in. apart as plants develop. The best flavoured plants are fairly big, with
broad, crisp leaves about the size of a saucer—this means proper attention to thinning.

WASPS
Adjectives may relieve but they do not reduce the battalions. Traps do, especially if hung among
the plum trees.
The only satisfactory way of dealing with wasps where they are causing damage to fruit is to
find the nests in the neighbourhood and kill the colonies by poisoning.
There are various materials that can be used to destroy wasps in their nests. Some are
dangerous in in-expert hands but ground Derris root is safe and is effective and simple to use.
Put a dessert-spoonful of the powder as far into the entrance of the nest as possible, and also
sprinkle a little round the entrance so that the wasps will get it on their feet and feelers when
entering or leaving the nest.
Some people use tar, creosote, or paraffin successfully. The liquid must be poured well into the
nest or a soaked rag or piece of sacking pushed in by means of a stick.
The best time for dealing with wasps' nests is at dusk when most of the workers are inside. If
desired, the nests may be dug out on the following day and destroyed by burning.
Trapping by means of jam-jars hung among the trees helps to reduce the population but is only
a palliative. The jars should be half to three-quarters full of water into which a spoonful of jam
has been stirred or a little stale beer added.

FRUIT PAGE
The early varieties of dessert apples will be ready for picking this month—"Beauty of Bath,"
"Irish Peach" and "Gladstone.: These must be picked and used as soon as they are ripe or they
lose flavour. Not all the fruit ripens at the same time, so it is worth while going over the trees at
intervals of a few days. There is one right way—and many wrong ways—of picking apples. The
sign of ripeness is the case with which the stalk parts company from the twig. Take the base of
the apple in the palm of the hand, then raise it until it is horizontal. If it parts easily, it is ripe. If it
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fails to come away easily, let it gently back to its original place and leave for a few days. The
great joy about early apple varieties is that, unlike Cox's Orange Pippin and other late kinds,
they do not have to mature after picking, and it is the owner's pleasure to eat them at once.
Such delights may be especially welcome if, on going over your apple trees, you find that some
apples have rotted. This is probably due to Brown Rot, a disease that destroys many tons of
apples every year, and also affects plums. pears, quinces and cherries. Much of this loss can be
prevented. The disease starts as a mere spot, where a slight bruise, cut or insect puncture has
been invaded by disease spores, carried by wind, rain or insects. The spot gradually spreads
into a soft brown patch, and at the same time small swellings under the skin break through as
yellowish or buff-coloured growths — or pustules — usually in concentric circles.
These diseased fruits produce a crop of spores, which are carried to other fruits by flies and
wasps. And so it goes on—an endless vicious cycle that can only be checked by strict hygiene
on the part of growers.
Collect from apple and plum trees and under the trees, all fruit that shows the slightest sign of
the disease. Burn it. Go over the trees, especially the soft-wooded varieties of apple such as
"Lord Derby" and "James Grieve," and cut out all dead or dying spurs along with any cankers.
Collect and burn. Keep an eye open in the winter for "mummied" fruit left on the trees—gather
and burn it.
Special care is necessary when picking apples for storing. Brown Rot is liable to set in wherever
there is a wound or bruise, and a favourite place of entry is the slight wound made if the stalk is
torn out. So pick with the stalks on. Do not attempt to store any fruit showing signs of the
disease. It will spread. And clean up under the trees. It is from mummied fruit on the trees and
from rotten apples lying about that the first spore invasion usually starts.
Summer fruiting Raspberries should be pruned as soon as the last fruit has been picked. Cut
out all the canes that have borne fruit. Cut them right down at ground level. leaving no snags to
become resting and breeding places for pests and diseases. Burn all cut-out canes. If your
canes are supported by wires, tie up the new canes, 5 or 6 in. apart, with raffia or soft string.
The same sort of treatment should be given to Blackberries and Loganberries. Cut out fruited
shoots and thin out weak new growths, and any showing purplish spots (signs of the disease
Cane Spot). Keep about 6 or 8 of the strongest shoots and tie them in.
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"O sweet September, they first breezes bring The dry leaf's rustle and the squirrel's laughter
The cool fresh air whence health and vigour spring And promise of exceeding joy hereafter."
Like the squirrel, the gardener who has done his job well can indulge in a satisfied smile in
September, when he surveys the fruits of his labours and decides on those "O.S." fruits and
vegetables that will represent his household at the church or chapel harvest festival, tokens of
his appreciation of the world-old partnership between Providence and man.
Assuming the weather has not been too unkind and the pests not too troublesome, he can smile
at the abundance that will be his squirrel's store for the late autumn and winter days that lie
ahead. So it is natural that this issue of the Guide should be concerned mainly with harvesting
and storing.

HARVESTING & STORING
THE "INSURANCE" CROP
In view of the potato shortage this year, we should take extra care in harvesting and storing our
own crops so as to avoid any risk of loss.
The tops should be cut down and removed about a fortnight before lifting time—burn them if
there is the slightest suspicion of blight. Choose a fine day for lifting, and leave the tubers on the
ground just long enough to dry—about four or five hours.
Be careful to sort your crop, to make sure that you don't store any diseased tubers. But even
with the most careful sorting, a diseased tuber or two may accidentally get mixed with sound
ones. So to prevent disease spreading, sprinkle powered lime, or a mixture of lime and flowers
of sulphur, among the tubers. The sulphur also helps to keep vermin away.
Potatoes are easily damaged by even a few degrees of frost, and are then unfit for human food.
If you can, store your crops in boxes or barrels, rather than in sacks—and line the containers
with old newspapers as a protection against frost. Put the boxes or barrels in a dry, frost-proof
shed for the winter and cover them with old sacking, giving extra covering in severe weather.
Label your varieties and use the poorer keepers first; for instance, Arran Banner should be used
before Arran Peak. Be careful about ventilation, particularly in the first months of storage; the
door should be kept open, also the window when the weather permits.
Look over your stored potatoes fortnightly and remove any diseased tubers.
If you have a large crop and want to store them in a clamp or pie, this diagram may help you in
building it.
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Choose the driest bit of your land for your clamp and mark out a strip 3 ft. 6 in. wide and long
enough to take your crop.
Don't be stingy with the straw—provide at least a 6-in. layer. Press the lower ends of the straw
close to the ground, for it is along the edge of the clamp that the frost generally creeps in. The
straw layer should reach almost to the top of the potatoes.
You then put a covering of straw over the top of the ridge, so that its ends overlap the straw at
the sides. This ensures that the rain runs down the outside and not into the clamp. To keep the
straw in place, put some soil along the lower edge and a spadeful here and there over the whole
of the straw covering.
Allow a few days for "perspiring," and then cover most of the straw (to within 4 in. of the top of
the ridge) with 6 in. of soil, leaving 6 in. strips bare every so often. To get this soil, dig a trench 1
ft. away from the base of the clamp, about 6 in. deep. Cut an outlet in the trench to make sure
that all water drains away.
When frost threatens fill in the bare strips with soil and also cover the ridge. But make ventilation
holes at intervals at ground level and along the top of the ridges. Stuff these holes with straw to
prevent them getting blocked with soil.
If your clamp seems to be all right, you may leave it undisturbed until February, if you like. But
you should then open it when it is not freezing and inspect the contents, removing any diseased
tubers and "sprouts." In remaking the clamp, take care not to bruise the potatoes, or rotting may
set in.

Harvesting HARICOTS (beans)
When the pods begin to turn brown, pull up the plants, tie them in bundles by the roots and
hang them in a dry, open shed to ripen thoroughly.
When quite dry, shell out the seeds and store them in boxes in a cold, frost-proof shed.

Storing ONIONS
Last month's Guide dealt with ripening-off the onions. They must be thoroughly dry before
storing. Onions keep best when the air can get at them freely, and the easiest way to make sure
of this is to hang them up on ropes. This is a job you can do later on, when you can find the
time. First remove all the roots loose skin and most of the tops. Then hang up a rope about 3 ft.
long, with a knot at the end, and tie a single good-sized onion to the end of it to serve as a base.
For the rest of the rope, tie on four onions at a time. It is best to grade your onions : large onions
on one rope and small onions on another.
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Arrange them round the rope and hold them with one hand, while with the other you tie the tops
to the rope by running the string round twice and finishing with a knot. Cut off the unwanted tops
as you go along, but there's no need to cut the binding string. And so on up the rope, each
bunch fitting snugly on top of the bunch beneath.
Some varieties of onions will not keep for long, for instance, Giant Rocca, Excelsior and
Prizetaker—these should be used first. Ailsa Craig, Up-to-Date, Bedfordshire Champion and
Southport Yellow Globe will last until Christmas, while varieties such as James's Long Keeping,
Giant Zittau, Nuneham Park and Ebenezer will last until late winter and spring.

Harvesting MARROWS & PUMPKINS
These may be stored for winter use as vegetables and for preserving. Only fully developed and
ripened fruits should be set aside for storage, and they should be handled carefully to avoid
bruising the skins.
Being very susceptible to low temperatures and easily damaged by frost, these fruits need a
warm, dry atmosphere, such as that of a kitchen, bedroom or attic, to ensure successful
storage. Cellars and outside sheds, and other damp places where the temperature is likely to
fall below 45° F. are unsuitable. From 50 to 65° F. is the most suitable temperature for storage.
The fruits may be placed in crates or boxes or laid out singly on shelves, but they are best hung
from the ceiling in nets.
Given this treatment, they can usually be relied upon to keep in good condition until January or
February.
The harvesting of carrots, beet and certain other root crops with be dealt with in next month's
Guide.

Storing TOMATOES
Mature tomatoes which are not ripened by the time the autumn frosts are coming on, may be
stored separately in such receptacles as trays or box-lids, lined with a few layers of newspaper,
which will help to make sure that the fruits remain where placed. Arrange the fruits in a single
layer so that they do not touch one another. If there is any risk of touching, separate the rows by
strips of newspaper. Do not store any split, bruised or otherwise damaged fruits.
Put the trays or boxes in a room, cupboard or drawer, where the temperature is about 55° F.
(not under 50° F. and preferably under 60° F.). A room where the temperature is liable to fall
below 50° F. at night should, if possible, be avoided. A temperature about 60° F. may cause the
tomatoes to shrivel, but is otherwise less harmful.
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Store the tomatoes in the dark; but if you wish to hasten the ripening of some fruits expose them
to the light at a temperature of 60-65° F. Storage in the dark tends to prolong the period of
storing, and so the period during which tomatoes are available may be appreciably extended.
Examine the fruits form time to time, and remove any that have ripened or any that begin to
show sings of decay.
Storing tomatoes in peat or sawdust is not recommended. Sawdust sometimes imparts an
unpleasant flavour, and both peat and sawdust are diffcult to maintain at the right degree of
dryness. It should be remembered that though very dry conditions may cause shrivelling,
appreciable moisture favours the growth of moulds, which will develop quickly under the slight
warmth that is otherwise conducive to the keeping of tomatoes. For this reason, storing in the
moist warmth of the kitchen is inadvisable.
Green, immature fruits may be used for chutney and pickles.

Harvesting your own saved SEED
In the July Guide there was a section devoted to saving your own seed, and we promised that in
a later issue we would tell you how to harvest it. The only "safe" vegetables for seed saving by
the amateur are peas, beans, onions, leeks, tomatoes, lettuce, ridge cucumbers and marrows,
so this note will be restricted to them.

PEAS AND BEANS
If only a pound or two of seed is being saved, leave the pods until nearly dry. The seed at this
stage should be firm and touch; pressure with the finger nail should not easily cut the skin but
only dent it.
To finish the drying, pick off the pods and spread them in a thin layer in a dry, airy place. When
the seeds are quite hard, shell them from the pods and store in cotton or paper bags.
If your space is limited, the seeds may be shelled from the pods as soon as they are taken from
the plant, and dried by spreading them in a thin layer on a tray. Move them each day so that
they are all exposed to the air in turn.

ONIONS & LEEKS
Onion seed is usually fit to harvest by September, leeks in October. The seed should be black
and doughy, not watery, before harvesting. If the stem below the head turns yellow, or some of
the capsules burst open, the head is then certainly safe to cut. Cut off the heads with 12 in. or
more of stem attached, and lay them in a sunny, airy place to dry. Place the onion heads in a
bog since the dry seeds easily fall out.
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Leeks take a long time to dry and the capsules remain tough. The easiest way to deal with very
small quantities of leeks is to rub the heads on a fine sieve. If the threshed seeds and chaff are
placed in water, the good seeds will sink and the chaff and poor seeds will float. Do not let the
seeds remain more than a few minutes in water; dry them immediately by spreading in a thin
layer on a dish in an airy place.

TOMATOES
At least 10 lb. of tomatoes are required to produce 1 oz. of seed. Remove from the fruit the pulp
containing the seeds and put it in a jar to ferment. After two or three days, tip it into a fine sieve
and wash it vigorously under the tap; the pulp will wash away from the seeds, which may then
be spread on muslin to dry.

LETTUCE
Keep close watch for the moment when the seed heads are ripe, since loss of seed results from
shattering and from the ravages of birds. Inspect the plants at frequent intervals and pluck off
any heads that show a "downy" formation. This usually appears within about a fortnight of
flowering. Finish drying the heads on a tray under cover.

MARROWS & RIDGE CUCUMBERS
Leave the fruit intended for seed on the plant until it is fully ripe. The seed should be removed
by hand, washed to remove the surrounding pulp and dried in the sun.

PARSLEY "TIP"
You may now find your spring-sown parsley running to seed, some of it in full flower. These
flower stems will exhaust the plant. So your best plan is to cut down the plants almost to ground
level and give them a little fertiliser and some water. By this means you can have fine parsley all
through the winter.

Those SPRING CABBAGES
Thinking about next year brings us to the need for adequate supplies of winter greens.
September is the month for planting out spring cabbages, and every available piece of ground
should be devoted to this valuable vitamin-giving vegetable. When the onions have been
removed and the ground has been lightly hoed, dusted with lime and well raked, spring
cabbages may be planted in rows 1 ft. 6 in. to 2 ft. apart, allowing 1 ft. between each plant. This
is somewhat closer then is usually recommended for spring cabbages; but as the cabbages
grow in the spring each alternate plant may be cut and used as spring greens, leaving the
remaining plants ample room to develop into fine-hearting specimens for cutting in May and
early June.
Any surplus seedlings remaining in the seed beds should be thinned out to 2 or 3 in. apart, to
form a reserve store that may be planted out on vacant ground next March or April, so providing
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a succession to those planted out this autumn. These later plants come into bearing when the
main crop is finished and provide useful cabbages in early summer.

What about TURNIP TOPS?
At this time of the year, it is well worth while to sow a row or two of turnips, not with the idea of
producing roots, but to get a supply of green tops for use next spring. The seeds should be
sown very thinly in rows 1 ft. apart. When the seedlings appear, thin fairly lightly in the early
stages, as the plants have to undergo the winter and bad weather and pests may make inroads
on them.
Later on they may be thinned again, as the plants require more room to develop. The variety
Green Top Stone is very suitable for sowing to produce a supply of tasty, green leaves that will
be valuable as an extra green crop in the difficult month of April.

BEET "tip"
Look at a sample root or two in your beet rows. You may find that some are getting old and
"ringy." If you sowed the seeds early in the year, it is quite possible that the beet are ready for
lifting and would be much better lifted now and stored in damp sand or soil in an odd corner
outdoors. The main crop should still be growing well at the moment, but some earlier roots may
go past their best if left in the ground any longer.

FRUIT from the GARDEN
The shortage of fruit during the war has led many people to turn their minds in the direction of
growing their own, especially apples. They have grown vegetables successfully, and feel they
can grow fruit, too. Why not, if they have got the necessary space for a tree or two and perhaps
some bush fruit? So here are a few notes about apple growing.
The aim should be to plant the a compact, restricted type of tree that is easy to handle, gives a
quick return and takes up very little space. So keep to the cordon type or the bush tree. The
cordon has a single straight stem, furnished with fruiting spurs along its entire length. It is the
type for planting against a wall or a fence. The bush tree has a stem of about 20 in. before
branching takes place, and eight to twelve branches grow in the form of a cup, leaving an open
centre. This form should be chosen when planting in the open garden.
A cordon tree should be at least two or three years old when you buy it, since a tree of this age
will already be furnished with fruit buds. A bush tree should be about four years.
Be careful when you buy fruit trees. Apples are propagated by budding or grafting scions of the
selected variety on special root-stocks. It is important that you should know this, for the rootstock has a marked influence on the growth of the tree, and so on the age at which it will start to
bear.
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If the root-stock is vigorous, growth will also be vigorous, you will have to do much pruning and
fruit-bearing will be delayed; if, on the other hand, the tree has been propagated on a weaker
growing root-stock, such as Type IX, growth will be less strong and the tree will come into
bearing at an early age.
Reputable nurserymen use root-stocks whose habit is known; such root-stocks have been
classified accordingly. So if your garden soil is in good heart and fertile, ask the nurseryman to
supply apples on Malling Type IX, which is a weak growing stock. If, however, your soil is light
and poor, ask for the tree to be on Malling Type II, a stock that produces a tree of medium
vigour.
The choice of variety is also important for any particular variety behaves differently in different
localities. For instance, Cox's Orange—possible the most famous English dessert apple—does
best in the south and in areas of low rainfall. It is not a good variety for planting in cold or wet
districts. People's tastes differ, too. The small gardener would do well to take the advice of his
County Horticultural Superintendent or his local horticultural society about suitable varieties for
local conditions. Here is a list of a few well-known varieties that can generally be relied on to do
well in most districts, though some may not suit every condition throughout the country.
Dessert Apples
James Grieve
*Ellison's Orange
Allington Pippin
Laxton's Superb

Cooking Apples
*Rev. W. Wilks
Lord Derby
Lane's Prince Albert
*Crawley Beauth

The varieties marked with an * are self-fertile, and Crawley Beauty flowers very late, so being
specially suited to districts subject to late frosts. If there is room for only one apple tree choose a
self-fertile variety. Where two or more varieties are to be grown, select those that flower about
the same time.
Planting operations will be dealt with in a later Guide.

Plant Certified Stocks
Good planting stock costs very little more than rubbish and in the long run it will prove less
costly. Many of you will have been disappointed with the crops produced by those fruit bushes
and plants that you have picked up cheap. You may be lucky now and again, but cheap stocks
rarely give satisfaction. They will possibly introduce diseases and pests into your garden, and
often they do not prove true to type. The best plan is to plants tocks that are certified true to
variety and substantially free from pests and diseases.
Every season the Ministry of Agriculture examines stocks of strawberry plants and blackcurrant
bushes, and issues certificates for those stocks that attain the standards laid down. The supply
of certified stocks is limited, but it is worth while saying to your nurseryman, when you order,
"Certified Stocks, please!" And you will find that certified stocks please.
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"Hail, old October, bright and chill, First freedman from the summer sun! Spice high the bowl
and drink your fill! Thank Heaven, at last the summer's done!"
An American divine wrote that October is nature's funeral month and that the month of
departure is more beautiful than the month of coming: that October is more beautiful than May.
Gardeners may well argue about that, but they will agree that the sun of their gardening year is
setting in October. It is a time for reflection, for a judicial summing up of our successes and
failures.
Are our failures due to any lack in ourselves? Did we fail to tackle those pests in good time or
did those poor, worthless crops result from a lack of fertility in our soil? The farmer, we are told,
looks at winter with spring in his eyes. So does the good gardener. For both the practical
couplet is this: "In October dung your field, And your land its wealth shall yield."
But the reader may say, "It's all very well for the farmer, but where can I get dung?" Well, the
answer to that has been given many many times; it is simply this—if you can't get dung, make
compost. And how few gardeners do, yet compost will help them to keep their land fertile.

THAT COMPOST
October is the picture month—the month for painted leaves, as Thoreau, the American nature
writer called it. That's a nice poetic thought, but to the sensible gardener those painted leaves,
when they drop, become compost. Leaves of oak, beech and birch are very valuable for the
compost heap, but pine and spruce needles, together with lime and plane tree leaves, are best
burnt and the ashes used instead as a fertiliser.
Don't make the mistake of piling masses of fallen leaves and autumnal garden waste on the
heap that you may have started several months ago. Start a fresh heap, turning back to the
March Guide for advice.
Turn over the old heap now, and any material that has not rotted completely should be placed
on the inside of the new heap, the properly decomposed stuff going to the outside.

CLEAR THAT RUBBISH
Clearing up the garden or allotment is a job that should not be put off. If decaying vegetable
material, old sticks, cabbage stumps and other rubbish is left to rot in the garden, all kinds of
pests and vermin will be encouraged. Keep up with the work of clearing the ground as soon as
the crops are finished. Put all suitable material on the compost heap, while not forgetting the
needs of any domestic livestock.
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Bean sticks can often be made to serve two seasons, if they are carefully stored and kept dry
during the winter. Pea sticks of the brushwood type are seldom much use after one season and
should be burned.

The World’s Best Compost
“Now You Can Have Beautiful, Vibrant, Healthy
Plants and Ultra-Delicious Fruits And Vegetables
(As Nature Intended Them)… Without
Dangerous Pesticides And Fertilizer…
Guaranteed!”

CLICK HERE for more info.

THOSE BONFIRES
Keep them to the smallest limits and burn only woody or diseased material, the underground
parts of thistles, docks, couch grass and the like.
Bonfire ash should not be left out for the rain and dew to dissolve and wash away the very
soluble form of potash it contains. It can be incorporated in the garden soil immediately it is cold,
or it may be bagged, stored in a dry place and used as a fertilizer when needed.

More about STORING
CARROTS
The main carrot crop should now be ready for lifting. Treat the roots carefully, lifting with a fork
and taking care not to damage roots or crown. Trim off the leaves near the crown, but do not cut
the top part of the carrot, even if it is green. Some gardeners slash off the top half-inch, but that
leads to trouble later on when the carrots are stored.
Any split, misshapen, forked roots, or those that show sings of damage by carrot fly or other
pests, should be kept out for use in the next few weeks. The rest can be stored, either indoors,
or, if you have more than you can conveniently store under cover, you could clamp them as
your would potatoes — (see September Guide).
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Carrots stored indoors can best be kept in boxes. A layer of dry sand, soil or ashes should be
placed over the bottom of the box or other container, then a layer of carrots completely covered
with sand, and so on until the box is full.
Clamping outside is very simple. Make a level site, preferably in the shade, and place the
carrots, thick end to the outside, in the form of a circle. Lay a few carrots in the middle and
sprinkle a little sand over them to level up; then put a second layer of carrots on the top of the
first, and so on.
The circular layers get a little narrower each time until the whole heap builds up into a shapely
cone. Cover the cone with a layer of 4 to 6 in. of straw. Then dig out about a foot of soil around
the heap, to get sufficient to cover the clamp to a depth of 6 to 8 in. Leave ventilation holes at
the top, filling them with twists of straw that show through the soil. Otherwise cover the whole
clamp with soil before severe weather sets in. It may be necessary later on to add a little more
soil to the outer covering, but 8 in. should provide enough protection in a reasonably mild winter.

BEETS
Beetroots, too, must be lifted before frost seriously threatens. The leaves are twisted off—not
cut—and the roots taken inside to store. This is better than trying to store them in clamps in the
open. They should be buried in boxes or barrels of sand, ashes or finely-sifted soil. Whatever
material you use should not be bone dry; while it should be moderately dry, the roots may
shrivel if it is quite dry. The boxes of roots should be stood in a shed, cellar or store of some
kind that is frostproof. A storage temperature of between 30° and 35°F. is most suitable. The
important point to remember is that the beet must be kept free from frost. During hard frosts, if
the store is not frostproof, an additional covering of old sacks, bracken, straw or something of a
similar nature, should b heaped over and around the boxes. Stored in this way the roots will
keep for many months.

About those ARTICHOKES
Some readers may be wondering if Jerusalem artichokes should be lifted like potatoes. That is
not necessary; indeed, they keep better in the ground if, in very severe weather, a covering of
leaves or bracken is heaped over the roots. The stems should be cut down now and bruised
and put on the compost heap, but the roots may stop in the ground until after Christmas. Most
gardeners lift the tubers in February and replant some for next year. Those intended for the
kitchen are then stored in damp sand and can be kept fresh for several months.

Picking BRUSSELS…a tip
Early-planted Brussels sprouts should now be ready for picking. There is a right way and a
wrong way of gathering them. Start at the bottom and clear the stem of sprouts as they become
large enough; don't pick a sprout here and there, but do it systematically from the bottom of the
stem.
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Some gardeners are doubtful whether they should remove the growing tuft of leaves at the top
of the plant. That should be left until next spring, for the leaves are necessary to the health of
the plant and also afford protection from the weather.

A LEEK tip
A little soil should be drawn up to leek plants now to encourage them to produce sizeable, wellblanched stems.

Getting early RHUBARB
Forced or early rhubarb is one of the things we can enjoy in these difficult days when delicacies
are none too plentiful. If you have some good crowns or clumps of rhubarb, you can, without
much trouble, provide the table with early stalks. When the plants have shed their summer
leaves, place some dry leaves or bracken loosely over the crowns. A box or big pot should be
placed over this material, to keep it dry and stop it blowing about. This encourages the rhubarb
to make early growth.
If you have a dark shed or a greenhouse, you can lift a few crowns and place them on the shed
floor or under the greenhouse staging. Hang sacking in front of the staging to make it dark.
Crowns intended for such treatment can be lifted a week or so before they are taken inside.
They should be stood on the surface of the soil and if a slight frost occurs, so much the better, it
will make them break into growth earlier.

This LIMING business
Much of our land is in need of lime. Every year the soil loses lime steadily and continuously. The
rate of loss varies with the circumstances, but in industrial areas there is a special need for lime
because of the acid ingredients in smoke and fumes from factories and business plants.
Gradual loss of lime makes the soil become acid and sour—and more so as time goes on. Now
lime is an essential plant food; unless the soil contains it in suitable quantity, it is not possible to
grow good crops.
Most cultivated crops dislike sour soil, except potatoes, which can stand it unless it is very acid.
Turnips and swedes, for instance, are both unreliable on such soils and are less capable of
withstanding drought and pest attacks. "Finger-and-Toe" or "Club-Root" also indicates the need
for lime, as does a heavy soil that shows an excessive stickiness, a tendency to set hard and a
difficulty in getting a good tilth. But light, sandy soils lose their lime very quickly, and it is on such
soils that troubles from sourness are most common and acute. The presence of certain weeds,
such as spurrey, sheep's sorrel and corn marigold, is one of the best indications of a lack of
lime.
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Some allotment holders and gardeners have perhaps found it difficult to get the kind of lime they
need for their land. Perhaps they put in an order months in advance of liming time and still found
they could not get delivery in time. Probably they ordered hydrated lime and would not be
satisfied with anything else. So they went without—and their crops suffered. That was a
mistake, for other kinds of lime are just as beneficial as hydrated lime; if applied at the proper
rate.
Some readers, remembering the science of their schooldays, may like to know a bit more about
"lime." The word is commonly used to mean not only calcium oxide (quicklime), but also calcium
hydroxide (slaked or hydrated lime) and calcium carbonate (limestone and chalk). Though
quicklime used to be by far the most common form of lime bought by farmers, carbonate of lime
is gaining considerable popularity and is now as much sought after as quicklime and its
derivatives—ground and hydrated lime. Quicklime is obtained from either chalk or limestone
burnt in a lime kiln. This is generally in lumps or it may be further processed by crushing to form
ground burnt lime, or still further by the addition of a controlled amount of water to form calcium
hydroxide (slaked or hydrated lime).
The last is always in a fine state of division, easily stored, and probably for that reason has been
much in demand by gardeners. The other form of lime that is more suitable for storage is
carbonate of lime, which may be limestone or chalk (really a soft limestone) both ground to a
fine powder. Quality depends to a great extent on the pureness of the rock from which lime is
derived.
The demands for hydrated lime are much greater than the supply. This shortage affects farmers
as well as allotment holders and gardeners, and is due to the fact that other vital industries—
especially the building trade—need most of the hydrated lime produced today. What can the
gardener or allotment holder do if he cannot get his little bit of "hydrated"?
The answer to that is try finely ground limestone or chalk. Both are equally effective as hydrated
when applied in the appropriate quantities necessary to correct the sourness of the soil.
Hydrated costs nearly twice as much as ground limestone; on the other hand it is necessary to
put on one and a half times as much ground limestone as hydrated. Both ground limestone and
chalk are fairly readily obtainable compared with hydrated lime.
It does not follow from what has already been said that all gardens and allotments need lime.
The only sure way of finding out what is lacking in the soil is to have it tested. The local Parks
Superintendent, the secretary of the district allotments or horticultural society or some
knowledgeable neighbour would advise how this can be done.

On planting FRUIT TREES
In the September Guide we dealt with the sort of fruit to grow in the small garden and promised
later on to supply information about planting. Here it is.
First of all, the site. Peaches and pears need abundant sunshine. Most other fruits do best in a
sunny position, but are not so particular and often succeed in partial shade.
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Peaches or pears should go on the south wall or fence, apples and plums on the west or east,
and morello cherries on the north. Black currants, gooseberries and raspberries should be in a
bed where they can be netted against bird attack. Loganberries or blackberries should be
trained on a boundary fence.
In the open garden you could plant one or more dwarf bush apples or gooseberry, red or black
currant bushes.
Apples planted about 10 to 15 ft. apart in a square could have a gooseberry or currant bush
placed in the centre.
As fruit trees and bushes have to grow on the same piece of ground for several years, you must
cultivate the plot thoroughly and deeply. The best method is bastard trenching, breaking up the
sub-soil as far as possible. Do this over the whole fruit plot—especially on heavy soils—not just
where the tree or bush is to stand.
As to manure, the general rule is that bush fruits need much bulky organic stuff, which provides
the soil with plenty of humus (see January Guide). Through generous manuring the moisture is
retained near the surface and close to the shallow roots of bush fruits. Use farmyard manure, if
you can get it; if not, you could use good stuff from the compost heap, decayed lawn clippings
or similar material. Apply between the first and second spits when bastard trenching. When
planting cordon apples give similar treatment, making the border so treated 3 ft. wide. In the
open garden, if the soil is in an average state of fertility, no special treatment is needed and no
bulky manure should be applied, since this would hasten growth and delay fruiting.
When you come to planting, use a line to keep the rows straight and put in sticks to show the
position of each tree or bush. Provided the weather is not frosty, you can plant at any time
between late autumn and the end of March, but, if possible, plant in late autumn. Don't plant
when the ground is too wet or too sticky; wait until it is reasonable dry and workable. If the
weather is frosty when you get your trees or bushes, cover the roots with soil and wait until you
can plant out.
Cordon apples are usually planted 2 ft. to 3 ft. apart in the row, while bush apples on dwarf
stocks are given 10 ft.. 5 ft. apart each way is the distance for gooseberry and currant bushes,
while raspberry canes should be placed 18 in. apart with 6 t. between the rows. If you are
planting cordon gooseberries or red currants, allow 1 ft. apart.
For the rest of this note it is proposed to deal with the planting of cordon and bush apples. When
the time is right, take out enough soil to make a hole wide and deep enough to allow the roots to
be evenly spread out. In planting cordon apples it is generally better to take out a fairly wide
shallow trench along the entire row. Cut back any coarse or injured roots on tree or bush, using
an upward sloping cut. Set the tree in the hole and spread the roots out evenly. In planting
against a wall or fence keep the stem about 6 in. away from it. Sprinkle some fine soil over the
roots. If there is more than one layer of roots, hold up the upper roots. Work the soil well into the
spaces between the lower roots, and when they are covered, tread the soil firmly. Keep on filling
and treading until the hole is completely filled in. Firm planting is very important, but do not plant
any deeper than the tree or bush was planted in the nursery; you can usually judge this by the
ring of soil adhering to the stem. Complete your planting by giving a mulch of farmyard manure
or compost.
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Cordon apples are not set upright, but sloping at an angle of about 45°. If your rows run north to
south, keep the roots to the south, with the top of the tree sloping north. When the rows run east
to west, the slope of the trees is not so important.
Bush apples on Malling IX root stock (see September Guide) need staking with a stout stake,
which should be driven in about 2 ft. from the base of the stem, so that the stake rests against
the stem at an angle of about 45° and points in the direction from which the wind generally
comes. The stake should be driven in securely until the top just comes to rest against the stem
below the lowest branch. Wrap a bit of sacking round the stem and stake together with strong
cord.
The pruning of newly-planted fruit trees and bushes will be touched on in a later Guide.

Keeping Chickens Online
Resources
Keeping Chickens Newsletter – Free
Online Magazine for backyard chicken keepers

Backyard Chickens – Forum
Chicken Breeds Chart – A comparison of
around 60 of the most popular chicken breeds
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NOVEMBER – 1945

"No warmth, no cheerfulness, no helpful ease, No comfortable feel in any member,—No shade,
no shine, no butterflies, no bees, No fruits, no flowers, no leaves, no birds—November!"
NOVEMBER may not be as gloomy as Tom Hood—who sang the Song of the Shirt—has
painted it; but it has never been a popular month, least of all to gardeners. For the perennial
border may look bedraggled and the vegetable plot untidy and a bit sombre. We may have
some promising looking beds of winter greens to reassure us that there will be no hungry gap in
the early part of next year. But we shall miss the colour and interest associated with our runner
beans and peas, out beet and carrots; while our fruit trees will be "bare ruin'd choirs where late
the sweet birds sang."
We shall miss the bees—our pollinating allies. We shall miss the butterflies—at least the
beautifully coloured sorts.
There is nothing to fear from them: in fact, some of them are beneficial: for instance, the Small
Tortoiseshell, Red Admiral and Peacock thrive on stinging nettles. But we shall be glad to see
the back of that beastly pest the "Cabbage White" butterfly, for this year saw the biggest
invasion from the Continent since 1940, and one Lincolnshire schoolboy of eleven alone killed
about 3,700 with a branch of a bush.
Well, there's very little we can do this month about the vegetable plot, except to do a spot of
tidying up; ordering our farmyard manure—if we are lucky enough to have a source of supply—
and getting on with digging such bare land as there may be; and checking up on our stored
crops to make sure they are keeping well. But given the right sort of weather we can do some
useful work on the fruit plot.

Cleaning up
Now is the time of the year for a little bit of "garden hygiene." A bit high falutin' that term? Well, it
simply means keeping the garden clean. Cleanliness, we are told, is next to godliness, and that
applies to gardens and allotments as well as to persons. An unclean body—inside or outside—
is asking for trouble of some sort, and an unclean vegetable plot means harbouring pests and
encouraging disease. Pests and diseases have to winter somewhere, and if they don't find their
quarters in cracks in the wall or the fence or on trees or shrubs, they may take them up on those
beansticks that ought to have been put away for another season, or in the rubbish pile, or
among those decaying brassica leaves.
So let's have a good clean up and make things tidy, putting all suitable waste on the compost
heap and burning all the rest. Don't forget that the ash contains potash and should be stored
away in some dry place for future use.
And when you can, stir up the oil by hoeing between the plants still on the plot, for later on this
will not be feasible and it is important that you should let the air and what sun there is get into
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the soil to make it warm and in better condition for the roots. Weeds may have to be kept down
by hand weeding; they must not be allowed to compete with your food plants.

That early DIGGING
Does early digging pay? Well, many of us allotment holders and gardeners were pretty late in
starting our gardening offensive this year and have been trying to catch up ever since. Perhaps
because of a late start we sowed our onions too late and have regretted it. If we get a wet sticky
winter—or our land is frost or snowbound for many weeks, we may well regret later on that we
didn't make a start with our digging in the late autumn when we had a chance to get out on the
plot.
Of course, on really well-cropped gardens and allotments there won't be much bare ground we
can dig at this time of year. But we can tackle the bare spaces from which we have taken our
potatoes, runner beans, carrots and turnips.
To the "digger" with a clay or very heavy soil, early digging is a necessity. On sandy or very light
soil it is less important. Turning up the heavy stuff and leaving it rough gives Nature the chance
to do her work; frost, wind and rain work on the heavy lumps, making them loose and friable—
easily crumbled—and so much easier to work when sowing and plating come spring.
When digging the heavy land, work in plenty of humus—making material such as strawy
manure—if you are lucky enough to have it—or compost, that will help to make the soil lighter,
warmer and better aerated. On the light soils it is not usually wise to dig in manure at this time of
year, since there is a danger that much of the plant food it contains will be wasted to lower
levels by the winter rains and so be lost to the plant.
Many of us are now worried about the problem of keeping our land fertile and in good heart,
after flogging it for years during the war.
We can't expect to get much manure, if any, from farmers, who likewise have their fertility
problems. Our only solution is compost. If we have not already realised this, we can now start a
compost heap, for there should be plenty of material available, especially fallen leaves. The way
to make compost was described in an earlier guide (March), so it will not be repeated here. If
you need further information you can still get a free Dig for Victory Leaflet No. 7—"How to make
a Compost Heap" from the Ministry at Berri Court Hotel, St. Anees, Lytham St. Annes, Lancs.

Facts about WEEDS
Gardeners may argue about whether weeds or pests are their chief headache. Pests we have
dealt with pretty fully in earlier Guides and it may not be out of place here to say a few words
about weeds, for a wet autumn may have brought us another crop, though we kept our plots
fairly clean all summer. Now we may be doing a bit of digging we can dig in the annual weeds,
but we must be careful to dig up and burn such perennials as dandelions, bindweed, thistles,
docks and couch. Most gardeners know the serious objections to weeds, but for those who
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don't, here they are. Weeds absorb from the soil moisture and plant food that would otherwise
nourish and increase the vegetable or fruit crop. They crowd the crop and keep from it the
sunlight so essential for healthy growth; they prevent the air circulating freely among the plants,
and they harbour and favour insect pests and fungus diseases.
But as a writer in The Times said nearly forty years ago, "Many a casual gardener owes what
success he has largely to the accident of weeds. They demand the use of the hoe; and the
more soils and plants are studied, the more manifest does it become that a friable, well-worked
surface is the prime secret of cultivation, even in the case of things that grow deep."
The most obvious way to suppress weeds is to stop them seeding. And what trouble we should
save ourselves if we did—and if all our neighbours did likewise! For many weed plants produce
several thousand seeds. And the seeds of many weeds do not all germinate at the same time
and may lie dormant in the soil and come up after many years. A single dandelion flower turns
to about 170 seeds, but an established three-year-old plant produces nearly 5,000 seeds. But
the groundsel beats that figure by 1,000. The pretty little blue-flowered Eyebright can score
5,000 though the common dock easily beats that, for a fair specimen can easily carry 13,000
seeds. Hence the everlasting fight against weeds with hand and hoe and weed-killer.
On the other hand, on light soils, from which plant food is washed away by autumn and winter
rains, it is a good plan to let annual weeds grow on patches from which crops have been lifted
and are remaining bare for some time. The weeds take up the plant food and store it; and when
they are dug in in the spring, they give it up again by rotting away.

Checking up on STORED CROPS
In November, and right throughout the winter for as long as they last, look, from time to time, at
your crops in store to make sure they are keeping in good condition. First, the things you can
easily get at—the shallots and onions. You may find that some of your shallots have gone soft
or have started growing again. This may be due either to faulty drying or to bad storage
condition: the atmosphere may be too moist or hot. Look at every bulb, removing any that have
gone bad. Use first those that have begun to grow. Put the rest away in a cool, dry place
protected from the frost.
If for similar reasons some of your onions are starting to sprout, they need not be considered a
total loss, for they will at least provide a useful supply of fresh green tops, if handled in the right
way. If you've got a greenhouse or frame, you could set the "sprouters" in a box of dry sand or
ashes and encourage them to grow on. Or they will grow on the window sill indoors.
And don't forget to use first you bull-necked onions or those that weren't properly ripened.
Your tomatoes in store may also be a bit of trouble. They may be ripening too fast or not
ripening at all. Or some may have gone rotten through being stored with split skins. Those that
are ripening too quickly can be held back a bit by putting them in a cooler place (but not below
50°F). The backward fruits could be put for a time on the window-sill or into a warm, airy
cupboard.
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Your parsnips will be all right left in the ground until early March, when you can lift those that
remain and store them by burying in soil or sand in a shed or outhouse, to check them from
starting into growth again. But have a look at your beet, carrots and turnips in store and take out
any showing signs of rot. Small lots of potatoes in sacks or boxes should also be "vetted"' those
in clamp or pie are more difficult to inspect and must run some risk, though if you examine them
well before clamping—and built the clamp properly—you can afford to rest content. Never open
up a clamp in frosty weather.

Eking out those WINTER GREENS
Here are a few hints that may help to eke out your supplies of winter greens on the plot. While
you still have late cabbages of your own growing, or you can still buy a fairly good selection of
vegetables, leave your own kales, sprouting broccoli and savoys for as long as you can, so
narrowing the gap until next season's crops begin to come in. With kale, cut the top of the plant
first for consumption. The stem pushes out short shoots that should be picked off for use, and
this encourages other shoots to grow and provide supplies until quite late April or even into May.
The sprouting broccoli shoots are made at the point where the leaves join the stem, and as
these are picked further shoots are made that keep things going for quite a long time.
Don't be tempted to lift your leeks too soon just to make variety in your diet; leave them to grow,
for they will keep quite well where they are until March or April, when you may be glad of them.
Some war-time gardeners seem to be doubtful whether to tops of Brussels sprout plants make
good eating. They do—at the right time. But it's not wise to cut them at this time of the season
because they are necessary to the plant's growth and in severe weather will protect the sprouts
below. March is quite early enough for Brussels tops.
Spinach beet should be allowed to rest now so that it can gather strength for next spring's push.
Clear the plants of leaves at the last picking, and "pick" the stems rather than cut them, since a
broken end seems better able to resist the downward spread of rot than if you cut it.
Spinach beet is pretty hardy, but a severe winter can put paid to it. So if the weather looks like
being hard, give the stripped plants some protection, such as straw or bracken.

Work on the FRUIT PLOT
The value of the fruit we can grow in our own gardens needs no emphasis at this critical time.
And we can grow more and better fruit if we give more attention to pruning and spraying at the
right times. With much less to do on the vegetable plot, we can turn our hands to the fruit plot
and get going.
In so many private gardens pests and diseases play havoc with the fruit and we can do much to
control them by spraying. But first, here are a few hints about winter pruning, though you would
get a better idea of the art by watching some knowledgeable person do the job a time or two.
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WINTER PRUNING
Before beginning to prune apples and pears, look for two kinds of shoots—"leaders" and
"laterals," and two kinds of buds—"fruit buds" and "wood buds."
"Leader" shoots are the main shoot growths that extend at the ends of the branches; "Laterals"
are the side shoots that grow out form the "leaders." The "wood buds" that form leafy shoots are
thin and pointed, while the "fruit buds" that form blossom are plump and round (see illustrations)
Cordon and dwarf bush trees are pruned by cutting back all laterals to three of four buds (see
illustrations) and cutting the leaders so as to leave two-thirds of the current season's growth.
Gooseberries and redcurrants can be pruned now. Winter pruning of gooseberry bushes
consists of thinning out overcrowding shoots, especially in the middle of the bush, so letting in
air and light and making fruit picking easier next season. Cut back new growth at the end of the
main branches to a bud pointing outwards about halfway down.
Make the cut just above an outside bud. The right and wrong ways of making these cuts are
shown in the pictures. If you are planting new trees this winter, pruning is best left until the buds
begin to swell. Then cut all laterals back to four or five buds and reduce leaders by half.
Don't prune stone fruits unless absolutely necessary, owing to the risk of disease. In fact, plums
and damsons need very little winter pruning. Dead branches or shoots that cross or crowd
should be thinned out.
But if the birds are unusually troublesome in your district and peck at the buds, leave pruning
until spring.
With redcurrants, shorten all side shoots (laterals) in winter to three or four buds, and cut back
the growth at the ends of the main branches to an outside bud, leaving about six inches of new
growth each year.

WINTER SPRAYING
Thorough spraying at the right times is probably the most important step you can take towards
more and better fruit. Spraying in winter kills the eggs of Aphides (Greenfly), Apple Sucker, Red
Spider, Capsid Bug and Winter Moths. Between the beginning of December and the end of
January, you should spray your apples and pears, once, either with a tar-oil spray (½pint tar-oil
to 1 gallon water) if Aphides or Apple Sucker are the troublesome pests, or with Dinitrocresol
petroleum oil (D.N.C. for short) if the other pests mentioned also need to be controlled. D.N.C.
can be applied as late as the first half of March.
With plums and damsons, spray as for apples up to the middle of January. Don't delay until after
the end of January or the crop may be seriously affected. Spraying time for gooseberries is up
to the middle of January and for blackcurrants up to the end of that month.
So you will see that by choosing a date between early December and mid-January you could
spray your apples, pears, plums, blackcrrants and gooseberries at one go
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Here are some important spraying points to bear in mind—
-Don't alter the proportions recommended for making up the sprays. Stronger mixtures may do
more harm than good; weaker sprays may not be effective.
-Mix and strain all sprays thoroughly before use. A piece of coarse muslin makes a good
strainer.
-Spray thoroughly; every part of the tree or bush must be drenched, especially the twigs.
-Don't spray in the rain, when rain is likely, or during frosty or windy weather.
-Cover any vegetable crops under or near the trees, to prevent damage when using tar-oil or
D.N.C. sprays; spring cabbages, for instance, are spoiled by the spray. Failing anything better,
use newspapers.
-Take care not to damage flowering plants and hedges, especially your neighbour's, over the
fence; if accidently sprayed, they should be thoroughly washed with clean water, using the
garden hose before the spray has time to dry.
-Wash the spraying equipment after use.
-Don't make up more spray than you need for a day's work.
The quantity of spray needed will of course, vary with the number and size of your trees and
bushes. For fruit trees, here is a table showing the average quantities required according to the
size of the tree—
Diameter of spread of tree
10-12 ft.
12-15 ft.
15-18 ft.
18-21 ft.
21-24 ft.

No. of gallons of dilute wash per tree
1
1-½
2-¼
3
4

For blackcurrants, gooseberries and other bush fruit, 1 gallon of spray will be enough for up to
10 bushes, according to size.
Any form of syringe can be used for spraying, provided that you can reach every twig with it. Or
you could use a stirrup and bucket pump of the A.R.P. variety, though you'll need two persons
to work it. For really big trees, a barrow type of sprayer would be necessary.

WINTER MANURING
Because conditions vary from district to district, even from garden to garden—manuring advice
must be fairly general, and these notes deal only with what can be done at this time of year.
Fruit trees and bushes, like vegetables, need fertilisers—and in the right proportions; for
instance, nitrogen is needed to make shoots and leaves, though too much of it will produce rank
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growth but little fruit. If your apples and pears are not so vigorous as they should be, they can
be encouraged by dressing the ground around the trees in winter with hoof-and-horn at the rate
of 3-4 oz. per square yard. Alternatively, sulphate of ammonia, applied in early spring at the rate
of 1-2 oz. per sq. yd., will prove equally effective.
Apples and pears (not so much) need potash, especially on light soils. But that's difficult to
come by and you may have to rely on wood ash from your bonfires. This should be kept in a dry
place until you apply it to the ground in April. And don't forget that your gooseberries would like
as much wood ash as you can give them; if there's any to spare the redcurrants and raspberries
would appreciate it. Blackcurrants don't need it so much.
Every second winter give your plums a dressing of 2-3 ozs. of bone meal.
Don't forget at this time of year to fork lightly over the ground around fruit trees and bushes. But
be careful about the raspberries: their roots are near the surface and they don't like being
disturbed.
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DECEMBER – 1945

Unlike Keat's "too happy tree," we gardeners are apt, in the words of another poet, to indulge in
the pastime of "I remember." And no doubt on more than one drear December night we shall sit
by the fire thinking of our successes and failures of the past season in the vegetable and fruit
gardens. We shall no doubt do a bit of moralising, too—possibly make good resolutions about
being more timely in our operations next year. And as it's the month traditionally associated with
goodwill to all men, we may be thinking about Christmas presents, not only those we may
perchance expect but those we will like to give. So as there's very little we may be able to do
outdoors this time of year, save possibly getting on with digging any spare ground that's not
frostbound, let us do a bit of fireside gardening, with a bit of looking back and perhaps a glance
into the future.

Looking back
It has been said that of all dead things only the past smells sweet. How does the past "smell" to
you as you look back on your gardening year? If you were successful, no doubt the past year
was "sweet."
(But were there no crops that failed you?). If, however, your season was very mixed, you will no
doubt be thinking of the weather or the pests or both.
The weather is always with us to grouse about, and 1945 was on the whole a poor year. In the
first place we got away to a bad start. The Januarys of 1940 and 1945 were among the coldest
of the last half century, and those of us who put off doing things before Christmas were less
inclined to do anything for a long time afterwards. The beginning of the year's offensive we far
too long delayed on many allotments, with the result that the "diggers" were for ever trying to
catch up on the jobs to be done and seldom succeeded, and the soil lacked the weathering
influence that benefits land dug during winter.
Too much rain, not enough sun—that was 1945. Tomatoes loomed large in the minds of most of
our gardeners. They were late in most places owing to the lack of ripening sun, and numerous
were the enquiries for hints on speeding up ripening. Some people had trouble with their
runners : the flowers would not set. In built-up areas there were no bees to do the job of
pollination and some allotment holders were unable to give the flowers the fine misty spraying
that could have helped. Or it may have been that watering, where possible, was irregular and
the land dried out too quickly, which was a trouble on the Ministry's own demonstration
allotments in Hyde Park. On some plots marrows suddenly died off and there was little that
could be done about that.
No doubt owing to the American "invasion" of this country many gardeners became much
interested in sweet corn, and there were complaints about delayed ripening. On the Ministry's
own plots, however, which are by no means ideal, the variety "John Innes Hybrid," which is
early maturing, did well and aroused much interest. The various herbs grown there also came in
for attention and later on there is a note on this subject.
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But perhaps the subject that was most often raised by visitors to the Ministry's plots was pests
and diseases. Greenfly and blackfly, of course, are nearly always with us and occasioned many
enquiries, but the "cabbage White" butterfly came in for the most vituperation. The Ministry's
woman demonstrator reports that one Sunday morning in a Sussex cottage she picked about
fifty caterpillars off the walls upstairs and downstairs, and that a cabbage field nearby was
"skeletonised" in groups. We read that ninety-nine years ago passengers on a cross-Channel
boat found the sun obscured for hundreds of yards by a cloud of this pest flying from France to
England. This year their descendants must have come in even greater numbers, and only those
gardeners who took prompt action by spraying and hand-picking managed to save their green
crops, especially the Brussels, from being turned into skeletons.

Does vegetable growing pay?
During the last year or so the question has often been raised "Does an allotment pay?"
Following Dr. Joad's example, it all depends on what you mean by pay. And whom does it pay?
The Ministry of Agriculture has from time to time published the financial returns of demonstration
allotments in different parts of the country, which showed that crops to the value of anything
from £20 to £30, at retail prices had been grown on 10 rods. Records of about a hundred 10-rod
plots kept in 1940-41 showed an average of nearly 20 lb. edible weight of vegetables weekly in
winter, the figures for the other seasons being, spring, 11 lb.; summer, 12 lb.; autumn, 15 lb.
Of course, there is far more to it than mere financial returns, though the thrifty housewife would
be the first to acknowledge what a help it is, in these days of high prices, to have her "good
man" bring her home vegetables in variety that cost a good deal to buy in the shops. She
knows, too, how important a part vegetables play in maintaining family health.
The "good man" himself may not, perhaps, have thought about the allotment first from the
economic angle. His attitude depends on whether he had a plot before the war, or took it on
after the war started. No doubt the pre-war allotment holder felt that call of the land and the
allotment was his pastime. The war-time cultivator would probably say that he wanted to make
sure of vegetables for his family; in some cases he may have feared a food shortage or
patriotically desired to help the national food situation.
Whatever the motive that prompted the man to take on an allotment, he has benefited himself:
he is generally better in health because of the exercise, better in spirit because cultivating his
plot took his mind off the war or the burdens of office or workshop ; he has benefited his family
by providing fresh vegetables that kept them fit—and, incidentally helped his wife in trying to
make ends meet and avoid queues ; he and his fellow "Victory Diggers" benefited their country
by contributing in every year of the war a substantial and indispensable quantity of food to the
national larder, without which the nation might well have had to go short, not only of vegetables
but of other food which our farmers have been enabled to grow through the "Victory Diggers"
efforts. Does an allotment pay? Emphatically it does, provided it is well managed and efficiently
cultivated. And the same goes for the private vegetable garden, too.
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About those TOOLS
Now is the time of year when you ought to take stock of your tools and buy any replacements,
so that you will be ready for next season. There are a number of little things that matter when
you are choosing new tools and the following hints may be helpful, especially in these days
when quality seems to have suffered. When getting a spade, make sure that it's comfortable to
handle. And see that the wide ends of the grain are at the side of the handle, otherwise it might
split later on and tear your hands, or even break with a heavy strain. The rivet on the shaft
should be well sunk and smoothed off, or again your hands may suffer.
A good fork should be properly forged and should ring clearly when you knock the prongs on the
floor. Gardeners generally prefer a flattish trowel, or the very round sort makes the work much
harder. Take care, too, in buying rakes and hoes. A very tin handle is not comfortable to grip, so
try it in the shop before you take it away. The hoe should be properly welded, as it will have
some tough work to do when the ground is very hard. The teeth of an iron rake should be
riveted firmly or they will soon fall out.
Better still, get one that is cast in one piece.
If you have no need to buy, it will repay you to take care of what you have. See that all your
tools are stored in a safe place. Spades, hoes, trowels, rakes and forks should be thoroughly
cleaned, dried and well oiled before being put away for their short rest. Nets should also be well
dried and neatly rolled up, the garden line cleaned of soil and stored safely in a dry place,
barrows put under cover and, if necessary, given a coat of paint—if you can get it. Well-kept
garden tools make the work so much easier, for a sharp, well-kept spade demands far less
energy than one that has not had its regular cleaning and oiling.

Christmas and the gardener
Gardeners are a clanny, generous crowd as a rule, and the coming of the first peace-time
Christmas may afford them an opportunity to give presents that may come in useful next
gardening season—possibly for many seasons to come, according to the kind of gift. Most of us
gardeners are seldom blessed with too many tools, for instance.
And there is a wide range from a trowel costing a few shillings to a wheelbarrow for a few
pounds.
Then a good gardening book is always a good "buy." Today, more than ever before, gardeners
are seeking knowledge and generally the bookseller has a section of his shelves devoted to
gardening books from a few shillings upwards.
Or if you want to give something cheaper, your friend would value the Royal Horticultural
Society's excellent book "The Vegetable Garden Displayed," which is lavishly illustrated with
instructional photographs and can be obtained from the Society at Vincent Square, London,
W.W. I., price 2/- post free. Or—cheaper still and, in effect, a practical Christmas "card"—is any
one of the Ministry's own bulletins :—"Food from the Garden," 3d. (4d.), "Fruit from the Garden,"
3d. (4d.), "Pests and Diseases in the Vegetable Garden," 4d. (5d.). Incidentally, a revised and
up-to-date edition of the last-named has recently been published. If there's a lady in the case,
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she may like "Domestic Preservation of Fruit and Vegetables," 1s. 6d. (1s. 8d.) or the cheaper
bulletin "Preserves from the Garden," 4d. (5d.). The figures in brackets are inclusive of postage.
All these bulletins can be had from H.M. Stationery Office, York House, Kingsway, London
W.C.2., or though any bookseller.
In more normal times another useful present would be a year's subscription to one of the
gardening periodicals; but in these days of continuing paper shortage these journals cannot
print enough copies to meet the heavy demands made on them.
If you are a member of an allotment or horticultural society, why not make your friend a member
by paying his or her first subscription? For knowledge gained from these personal contacts is
sometimes more helpful than the written word.
Gifts of plants, seeds or bulbs are always appreciated, so what about a collection of vegetable
seeds, a few fruit trees or bushes, or perhaps some attractive flowering plants not needing too
much attention in these days of scanty leisure. Or a bag of shallot sets, a pinch of a wellguarded strain of onion seed, a few divisions from a clump of chives or other useful perennials,
all make timely and acceptable Christmas offerings. Hundreds of thousands have found out
during the war the pleasures and excitements of growing plants and tending living things, so it
will be in keeping with the spirit of Christmas to give them something that will enhance that
satisfaction and bind them closer to the most enduring hobby of all.

Looking forward
When we are doing our fireside gardening round about Christmas we shall like to have our
seedsman's catalogue to study. So if you have not already got it, send for it on receipt of the
Guide. And remember that he has still got his labour difficulties and that he would appreciate it if
you sent in your order early, not delay ordering until the last moment just before sowing time,
when there is always a hectic rush at seedsmen's premises. Order you seed potatoes early, too,
for transport is far from being normal.
The seed position looks like being pretty favourable, except that broad beans are likely to be
short. But don't feel aggrieved if you still can't get all your favourite varieties. You'll know only
too well that the end of the war has not meant the solution of all our problems.
As to artificial fertilizers—or "mineral" fertilizers, which is the better term—the situation can be
summed up in two words—"no change." There is likely to be a sufficiency of "National
Growmore," the balanced fertilizer sponsored by the Government, which has been tried by
many gardeners and found quite satisfactory.
Make a new plan for the cropping of your allotment or garden, being guided by your past
experience of what to grow and the quantity of each kind.

What about some HERBS?
When planning your garden or allotment for next year, bear herbs in mind. If you already have
one or two kinds, try some of the less common, to give variety of flavour to your vegetables.
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Herbs are not difficult to grow, for many are perennial ; once established, they go on growing
year after year. Plants can be raised from seeds ; but as this is rather a slow business, see if
your friends can let you have some cuttings or pieces for next spring and early summer.
In the meantime get the soil ready by digging deeply and working in plenty of well-rotted manure
or compost. Once the plants are growing, only surface cultivation will be possible, so it is worth
while making a good job of the digging. It will then only be necessary to keep weeds in check
and the soil aerated by hoeing during the growing season. It is better to group herbs together in
one bed. Mint prefers partial shade and not too dry a soil ; but most of the others like a sunny,
well-drained soil.
There are several forms of mint, but the nicest for mint sauce and other flavouring is spearmint.
"Runners," or side branches of an old plant, root very easily and may be planted in March or
April. If there is no natural shade, a mulch of rotted leaves will help to keep the roots cool.
Besides the ordinary thyme, the lemon-flavoured kind should be grown. Both prefer a warm soil.
Cuttings can be taken during the early summer, or old plants can be lifted and divided into
convenient pieces for replanting in Spring. It is a good plan to do this every two or three years,
as old plants often get "leggy" and bare of young shoots.
Sage is another herb that can be propagated by cuttings, preferably with a "heel"—a piece of
the old stem attached to the slip. In some districts they need the protection of a cold frame for
rooting. April and May are the best months for this.
Pot marjoram or sweet marjoram, the best-known forms, can be raised from cuttings, though
they are often treated as annuals, seeds being sown each April.
Chervil and savory are two more herbs that are often raised from seeds, though savory can also
be propagated in the same way as thyme. Chervil is used fresh, but savory can be dried like
sage.
Chives are among the easiest herbs to grow and the "grass" or stems, either fresh or dried, can
be used for flavouring instead of onions. The more it is cut, the better the plant grows. The
plants make a delightful edging to the herb bed and new plantings can be made in autumn or
spring by lifting and dividing old plants into single bulbs or groups of two or three.
Parsley, too, is suitable as an edging plant. To get successional supplies it is best to sow three
times : February or March, April, or early May, and again in July. The last sowing will give fresh
parsley until severe frosts cut down the plants.
Fresh sprigs of parsley are generally used, but it is not always known that the shoots and be
dried for winter use. To keep the colour as much as possible, the drying must be done quickly,
and it is best to put the bunches in a cool oven.
Among the less common herbs are tarragon, worm-wood, southern-wood, basil, balm and
fennel. Now is the time to look round and see where you can get seeds, cuttings or pieces to
make a start next spring.
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Herbal Remedy Handbook
In 'The Herbal Remedy Handbook' you will find
multiple tried and tested natural solutions to
many of todays common symptoms and
illnesses.

CLICK HERE for more info.
First aid for the birds
In winter, when so many of our useful insect-eating birds are away overseas, we can do much
to help our feathered friends that are still with us. Prominent among them are the robin, the
wren, the hedge-sparrow, the song-thrush, and the various species of tits.
There are two ways in which we can help them ; we can provide food tables—a very pleasant
help in time of trouble ; we can provide nest-boxes—as part of a "long-term" policy.
To deal first with food, let us be clear that in open weather, even in winter, all these birds can
take care of themselves without our help; but given a prolonged spell of frost and snow like we
had last February, with the ground iron-hard for days on end and natural food almost
unobtainable then a little timely aid from us may make all the difference between life and death
for the birds.
Now we all know that human food must not be wasted : in fact it's illegal.; But there are some
things we may still offer the birds without breaking the law. Here are a few suggestions for their
food table :—bacon rind, either hung up in strips for the tits or minced for all comers, crumbs
swept from the breakfast table, fish skin and bones, cheese rind, and bits of fat from the dog's
meat man. And don't forget that in really hard weather unfrozen drinking water is as important to
the birds as food.
Now as to nest-boxes. If you do it now, there is still time to make and put up a nest-box in your
garden. With luck, a pair of great or blue tits may rear a brood in it, to their great advantage and
yours. Members of the tit family do not begin to nest until the end of March or the beginning of
April, but the longer you give them to get used to the box the better.
Tits have a habit of looking over possible nesting sites very early in the year. There are, of
course, other kinds of birds that will take over nest-boxes properly made and placed.

How To Build Your Own Birdhouse video : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FzOJe34s7oI
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